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ABSTRACT 

This thesis a b  to address two principal questions: What is the relative 

chronology of the Johannine literature? And. how does this affect Our understanding of 

the Johannine community and the origins of Chnstianity'? 

It is argued herein that the Epistles of John were written before the fuial 

fonn of the Gospel of John. Evidence of the communal background of the texts is 

examineci in an effort to glean some knowledge of those who srand behind these 

documents. Arguments in favour of the prionty of the Epistles are presented, arguments 

which curnulatively accentuate the more naturai progression of placing the epistolw 

writings f ~ s t  . 

The assertion that the Epistfes hold chronological priorisr over the Gospel 

lads us to a different reconstruction of the Johannine community From that given in 

conventional scholarly circles. one which sees the ongins of the written Gospel as outside 

the accepted Christian tradition. In reconsEuc~g the Johannine community 's histoq 

through an examination of the writings of Job .  this thesis places the community within 

the wider historical and sociological context of the origins of Christianity , and concludes 

that the sources of the modem Christian faith - as played out in the microcosm of the 

Johannine fellowship - are indeed diverse. 
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CHAPTER om 

The Question 

S t a t u  Ouestion 

The Gospel of John is almost universally regarded as the climactic 

document of the Jobannme school of th0ught.l Yet the interpretation of this Gospel. and 

in particula. its chronologicd relationship to the Johannine Episties and its position in the 

history of the Johannine community, has spawned enormous debate arnong Johannine 

scholars . 

The idiosyncrasies of the literature attributed to Johd give the writings a 

distinct flavour, a uniqueness evident both within this body of literature and seen again 

when the Johannine corpus is contrasted with other texts of the New Testament canon. 

The 'Johannine flavour' of the Gospel and Epistles has introduced a spiral of questions 

into modem biblical scholarship addressing what scholars have coined 'the Johannine 

riddle'. issues which include such questions as the structural integri~ of the texrs. their 

'That the Johannine writings were the product of a particular and unique school of 
thought is the generally accepted position today. See chapter 2 of this thesis. 

'Through the course of this study the terms 'Johannine writings' and 'Johannine 
literature' shall refer exclusively to the Gospel and Epistles of John. The Book of 
Revelation, also attributed to John the Apode, shall not be considered in the scope of this 
examination. 



authorship, theology, literary symbolism and community history. One of the more 

challenging aspects of study in this field has concerned the chronological placing of the 

Johannine writings within the histoncal-sociological context of the community widely 

believed to have produced these texts. It is this issue which shall be addressed in the 

course of this study, in particular the questions: Did the JohaMine Episties precede the 

Gospel of John?; What implications does this have for our understanding of the history of 

the Johannine community and Christian orîgins? These questions are important for they 

affect not only our understanding of Johannuie history but on Christian history as well. 

As Adolf von Harnack so eloquently wrote, "the origin of the Johannine writings is, from 

the stand-point of a history of Iiterature and dogma, the most marvellous enigma which the 

early history of Christianig presents . " 

The principal argument of this thesis will be that the EpistIes of John were 

written before the Gospel. It will be argued that the writings were produced by a 

community - a school of people sharing a common tradition - whose uniqueness and 

individualism are reflected in the documents they produced. This perception, coupled with 

'Adolf von Harnack, -a Vol. 1, ET 1894,96f; quoted in John 
Ashton, ed.. The Interpretation of John (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986), 2. 
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the assertion of the chronological priority of the Episties, should yield a signifiant re- 

examination of the history and development of the Johannine community and its place 

within the Iarger Christian fold. In asserting the priority of the Epistles, this thesis does 

not simply provide a cornprehensive argument in favour of placing the Epistles before the 

Gospel narrative in the sequential ordering of the w r ï ~ g s  attributai to John. Rather, this 

paper buiIds on this argument to provide a hypotheticaî mode1 of the history of the 

Iohannine community, relating this community history to our interpretation of Christian 

ongins in general. What is at stake, then, is not simply our understanding of the ongins 

of the Gospel of John, but how this fits into the larger context of the beginning of the 

Christian movement. 

In tackling the issue of chronoiogical ordering within the writings of the 

Iohannine colll~nunity , one must immediately recognize that the conventional view of 

modem biblical scholars c o n c e d g  this matter r u s  counter to my argument. The general 

consensus of contemporary academics in Johannllie snidies is most notably crystallized in 

the theories and writings of Raymond E. Brown. Brown and others hold that the 

Johannine Gospel was wrïtten before the Episdes and that these letters provide a 'correct' 

interpretahon of the thoughts and ideas contained in the Gospel narrative.' 

'Raymond E. Brown, The Cornmuni9 of the Beloved Disciple (New York: 
Paulist Press. 1979). 
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In assessing the issue of chronological pnority, Brown suggests that those 

who favour an early dating for the Johannine Episties do so under 'the fallacy of dating 

the composition of a work by its earliest strata of thought and vocabulary , w 5  insisting that 

'a date of writing . . . must be judged from the hiest contents of a work. "6 However, 

Brown's assertion of the prionty of the Gospel becomes somewhat blurred and difficult 

to discem in that his precise arguments are not specifically stated. That is, his statements 

on the matter merely attempt to contradict or 'poke holes' in the theories of those 

advucating epistolary prïority rather than standing on their own. 

As a means of promoting his position in support of the chronological 

priority of the Gospel, Brown refutes those who claim to detect early Christian elements 

and theology in the Epistles, niggesting that the higher christology of the Johannine 

narrative is evident in the Epistles as well, more specificaliy in the profession of faith with 

which the opponents of the epistolary author are charged. He contends that the lower 

christology exhibited in the Epistles is merely 'a reaction to an overemphasis on high 

christology , on death as glorification, on the activity of the ParacleteSpirit as teacher, and 

on final eschatology . "' In other words, the epistolary author overemphasizes these matters 

'Brown, Communie, 96. 

6Raymond E. Brown, The Epistles of John (Garden City: Doubleday & Company. 
1982), 34. 

'Brown, Epistles. 35. 



in response to the overqhas is  of his opponents so as to swing the pendulurn of thouet  

back toward the middle road of the community's tradition. 

Brown also notes that while others cal1 attention to the early Iewish 

elements of the Epistles, the identification of Greco-Roman names in 3 John (Le.. Gaius. 

Diotrephes, and Deme-) are suggestive of a strong Gentile presence in the community, 

circumstances which, likely, would have b e n  a later development in the life of the 

c o ~ u n i t y . ' l  

For Brown, as for others, the me test of the Gospel's chronological prioriry 

rests, however, with the conflicts and sûuggles evident in the documents; i .e.. the life 

situation of the community as reflected in the rems which the school produced. The author 

of the Epistles is cleariy engaged in a sûuggle against members of his own c o m m u n i ~  (1 

John 2:19). The essence of his conflict is internai. However. the Gospel exhibits a 

conflict against outsiders, more pamcuiariy againsr both 'the Iews' and 'the world'. No 

such stmggle is evident in the Epistle~.~ Indeed, the Epistles state that Jesus came to atone 

for the sins of both the faitMd and the world (I John 2:2). 

'Brown Epistles, 34. 

'The dichotomy of life situations reflected in the two sets of te- is an important 
facet of Brown's argument. Indeed, one of the central planks of his argument rests with 
his obsewation of an apparent siience nom the Gospel narrative of an intemal schism 
within the cornmunity. This issue is taken up later in this thesis in the section 
"Addressing Outstanding Issues". Please see pages 134-1 37 for M e r  discussion. 



Brown's question, &en. is whether it is reasonable ro expect that a 

cornmunity fust struggling against and separateci by its own members would be capable 

of cornbatihg a strong external opposition. He writes, 

If the Epistles were wriaen before the Gospel. ir would have 
k e n  an dready divided and decimateà Johannine 
community that was struggling with the outsiders when the 
Gospel was written: and we get no indication of that. 

He also asks, 

Could that Communiry, if it had already lost the Iarger part 
of its 'progressive' members to the world . . . have 
surviveci the traumatic expulsion from the synagogue . . . '?IL 

Brown believes this premise to be entirely unlikely. Instead. his theory is 

that of a community first expeiied from the synagogue, an acr brouet on by the hi@ 

christology of the Johannine Christhm. Their separation from the larzer 'parent' 

comrnunity of faith Ied to a defensive snengthening of their theological oudook. perhaps. 

as Brown suggests, to the emnt that some memben 'push[ed] their understanding of the 

group's original position beyond the stance thar origidly brou@ about the ~epararion.~'~ 

. . 
Ln so doing, these memben created internal scrife Ieading ro a division wirhin the moup. " 

- -- - 

'*Brown. Cornrnimity, 97. 

"Brown E~istles.  34. 

"Brown. E~istles. 34-3 5 .  

13Brown. Community, 96-97. 



Therefore his conclusion stands that "the Epistles were Wntten after the situation 

envisaged by the evangelist in the Gospel. " l4 

Based upon his hypothesis that the Gospel of John was writren before the 

Epistles, Brown creates a comrnunity history of the Johamine school involving a complex 

web of inter-relationshrps. He envisions a community drawn together and founded under 

the leadership of the Beloved Disciple, historically a follower of Jesus (perhaps even an 

eyewitness to the climactic events of the Christian faith), whose role within the 

community, as we shall see, became enhanced by the author of the cornrnunity literature 

so as to maintain Johannine unity and preserve Iohiuinine tradition. That is. the Beloved 

Disciple becarne for the author of the Gospel of John not rnerely the historical founder of 

the community, but a lighming rod to amact and maintain a unifed community 

membenhip and preserve commUILity traditions. This is accomplished through the 

moulding of the Beloved Disciple in the text as an ideal, authorhacive figure embodying 

the essence of the Johannine Christian tradition. As Brown writes: 

The [Beloved] Disciple was idealized, of course; but in my 
judgement the fact that he was a historical person and a 
companion of Jesus becomes ali the more obvious in the 
new approaches to Johannine ecclesiology. Later in 
comrnunity history when the Johannine Christians were 
cleariy distinct from groups of Christians who associated 
themselves with mernories of the Twelve . . . the claim to 
possess the witness of the Beloved Disciple enabled the 



Johannine Christians to defend their peculiar insights in 
christology and ecclesiology . l5 

Into this communiry entered a group of Jews whose understandhg of Jesus precipitated the 

development of a higher, pre-existence christology . No longer do the terms 'Messiah' and 

'Son of God' smctly refer to the Davidic anointecl one of God. but rather take on the more 

theologicai idea that Jesus had corne from above and retumed to the Father. '6 

This high Johamùne christology led the rnembership to confrontation with 

the Jewish leadership who had them expelled from the synagogues. Rejection by 'the 

Jews' and others (possibly difficulties with other Christian churches as well as probiems 

with missions to the Gentiles) sealed the Johannine view that they were not of this world 

and that the world stood in opposition to them. " 

Later, the community experienced internai snife as lines were drawn wirhin 

the Johamiiw circle conceming divergent isrerpretatiom of their teachings on eschatology . 

christology, pneiimiitology and ethics. Unable to resolve their ciifferences. the communicy 

splits with one group going out from the ranks of the general rnembership and the other 

"Brown Comrnunity, 3 1. 

I6As Brown writes. "For John Messias 
only one meaning." Brown Community, 43. 

or Christos ("Anointed") is not a term with 
See aiso pages 44 and 45 of Brown's te= 

l'"If Jesus is *'net of this world." the same fate of rejection inevitably greets the 
Johannine Christians . . . The rejection of the Johannine Gospel by '-the Jews" and by the 
world has produced an increasing sense of alienation so that now the community itself is 
a stranger in the world." Brown. Community, 64. 
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'remaining me'  to the teachings and traditions of the community . It is within this camp - 

as a 'me'  defender of the Johannine faith - that the author of the Epistles sees himself. 

According to Brown's reconstruction. he and his adherents ultimately rnerged with the 

larger Petrine Christian churches, bringing to hem their unique flavour of Johannine 

theology, most notably the introduction of a pre-existence christology. As for the 

secessionists, whom the epistolary author says 'went out fiom us" (1 John 2: 19), their 

extremist positions became cemented by the harsh reaction they received fiom the author 

of the Epistles and their views placed them on the pathway to tme docetism and 

gnosticism. They, too, carried with them Johannine theology and teachings; specifically 

they brought with them the foundational 'document' of the community - the Gospel of 

John. This text received widespread acceptance in gnostic cireles due to its commonality 

of theological teachings.18 The adherents of the epistolary author also introduced the 

Gospel into the literature of the larger (Petrine) Christian fold; however. its acceptance 

was much slower in coming since it "had given nse to error [Le., gnosticism] and was 

king used to support error." l9 Indeed, the schism within the cornmunity was to mark the 

"last hour" of Johannint' Christianity . 

l8As Raymond E. Brown writes. "The fact that these secessionists brought the 
Jobamine Gospel with them offered to the docetists and gnostics. whose thought they 
now shared, a new basis on which to constnict a theology -- indeed, it served as a catalyst 
in the growth of Christian gnostic thought." Brown, Comrnunity, 146. 



* - 
: S w o a  for Ep s m l w  Prioriey 

Despite the strong position put forth by Raymond E. Brown. there remains 

a growing pocket of scholars who argue for the chronological priority of the Epistles of 

John; among them are Kenneth Grayston, Fernando F. Segovia and Charles H. Talbert. 

Kenneth Grayston's The J o m e  Ep- directly deals with the 

arguments for Gospel priority on their own grounds. He outlines the pillars upon which 

their case is made and then sets about removing their cornerstones so that they fa11 and 

crumble. Grayston suggests the prïority of the Gospel is based upon three premises: 

That a Gospel is a foundation document, and an Epistle 
rnust be a successor document . . . that the christological 
views opposed in the Epistle are of such an advanced 
gnostic kind tint they could have developed only aher the 
Gospel's christology had been worked out; and that the 
Epistie shows an interest in ecclesiastical matters that was 
not evident in the Gospel." 

In asserthg the priority of the Epistles, Grayston counters each of these points and 

continues toward his own agenda and argument. 

It is an unfounded tenet that a Gospel narrative, sirnply by the nature of its 

genre, would necessarily become the fmt piece that one would choose to compose. Bas& 

solely upon ïiterary genre there is no reason to believe that one wouid be compelled to fmt 

'OKemeth Grayston, The Johannine Epistles (London: Marshall, iMorgan & Scott. 
1984), 11. 
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write a document outlining the historical minisny of Jesus and then later compose a letter 

addressing issues of concern to the community. The need for one form of w r i ~ g  over 

the other, Le., the sequence of events precipitating the composition of each, may be a less 

subjective measure of judgement than a canon of Iiterary form and style. While the Gospel 

narrative may have become the foundational document of the community - retlecting its 

earliest days, its traditions and its theology - there is no reason to believe the Johannine 

school would necessarily produce such a document first." Indeed, if one were to envision 

a comrnunity attempting to expand itself and strengthen its faithful, it may become more 

likely that such a circle would fim communicate with its feliow congregations to reinforce 

the membership in its theological views. 

Grayston takes exception to the idea the epistolary opponents may be 

identifed as professing an advanced gnostic christology. He claims, "The problem was 

not whether the Christ was to be protected from contact with Jesus by a high 

supernanuajist christology, but whether it was necessary to attach any christology to Jesus 

at ail."P Such a critical issue, he believes, would likely have been discussed and settied 

at the outset of the cornrnunity's development, not as an 'afier-thought'. 

Scholars are quick to note the distinct absence of an ecclesiastical order in 

the Gospel of John. In fact, within the narrative a polemic against a hieratchial structure 

"Grayston, Johannine E~istles, 1 1. 

"Grayston, Johannine Epistles, 1 1 - 12. 
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has been recognized. As Barnabas Lindars &tes, "If John's spirituality places al1 the 

emphasis on the interior response of the believer, it can be w e d  that he is opposed. . . 

to the whole paraphedia of the externais of Church order and worship."" That the 

Episties adopt ecclesiastical concerns is, for some readers, evidence of the Gospel's 

priority . 

However, Grayston provides a different perspective on this issue. While 

he agrees the Episties do express concerns about the structure of the community, he 

believes the Farewell Discourses of the Gospel of John express similar concem. 

Grayston writes, 'The Epistle presents us with the third stage (fust dispute, second 

secession, third realigmnent) of an episode within the comniunity which seeks to reassure 

itself by rnaximising its separation from the world and drawing a boundary between what 

is acceptable (dikaiosynë? within the community and what is unacceptable ( h n m m - i ~ ) . ~  

Grayston sees evidence of this drawing away from the world by the comunity in the 

Gospel of John. He idenrifies the Farewell Discourses of John 13-17 as possibly being a 

discussion of the intemal smfe of the community and its relations with the outside world. 

He ponders, "Has the Epistle adapted the teaching of the Fareweil Discourses to solve an 

ecclesiastical problem? Or has the Gospel, at a more creative theological level, 

'-'Barnabas Lindars, ed., The Gospel of John (Greenwood: Attic Press, 1972), 58. 

'4Grayston, Johannine Epistles, 1 2. 



incorporated the stress and distress of the ~ommunity?"~ For Grayston. the answer is that 

in exhibiting a concern for the community (in the Farewell Discourses of John 13-17), the 

Gospel of John expresses another form of ecclesiastical concern. 

Grayston's analysis ultimately leads him to accept the priority of the 

Johannine Epistles over the Gospel. He states, 'when the Epistle is placed after the 

Gospel, it is necessary to explain why so much in the Epistle seems to reproduce ideas that 

belong to an earlier phase of Christian awareness. However, when placed before the 

Gospel the writings "throw light on parts of the Gospel which have long p u l e d  

exegetes. * z7 

Fernando Segovia has also expressed views related to the priority issue of 

the Johannine writings. His studies into the Johannine Farewell Discourses reveal 

parallels of context between these discourses or teachings and the circumstances of the 

First Epistle of John. Segovia claims that a christological crisis within the community lies 

at the heart of the problems addressed by both 1 John and John 15 : 1-8 .I8 The command 

%rayston, Johannine Epistles, 12. 

"Fernando Segovia, "The Theology and Provenance of John 1 5: 1 - 17," IBL 10 1 
(1 982): 1 15-128. Most notably, at page L 20 Segovia sets forth his belief that the problem 
addressed in the passage is internal to the community; at pages 120-1 2 1 he concludes the 
specific nature of the problem is a question of christology. In his footnotes he contrasts 
these problems in the Farewell Discourses with the relevant passages in I John. 



to love and its related ethical concerns within the community - a theme centrai to the 

Johannine Epistles, especially 1 John - becorne prominent in John 15:9-17? As he 

writes, "the inner-Christian problem that has erupted in the comnunity bas strong ethical 

consequences as weli: the disciples are fding in their love for one a ~ o t h e r . ' ~  The h e a .  

of the problem king addressed by this Discourse - the dual issues of christology and 

ethics within the Johannine membership - stands at the core of the lohannuie E~istles.~' 

Therefore he concludes that "John 15:l-17 shares the theological concem and S& im 

Leben of 1 John"" and that " the discoune was written either by the author of 1 John or 

by someone in the same situation and that it was then added on to the gospel afier 13 :3 1- 

l4:3 1. "33 

While Segovia does not explicitly state support for epistolary priority, his 

conclusions may be seen to point the reader in this direction. In a footnote, Segovia 

writes, &It is impossible to arrive at a f d  solution concerning authorship. 1 do 

29Segovia "nieology and Provenance." 1 1 5- 1 28. See especiall y pages 1 22 - 1 23. 

j0Segovia, "Theology and Provenance." 1 24. 

jlOn this point Segovia writes. "The inner-Christian nature of the problem 
[represented in John 15: 1 - 171 as well as its christological and elhical connotations 
immediately remove these verses from the generaiiy accepted theological concem and 
Sits im Leben of the gospel . . . and thrusts them directly into the thought-world and Sitz 
h Leben of 1 John." Segovia, "Theology and Provenance:' 126. 

j2Segovia, "Theology and Provenance," 127. 

33S egovia, "Theology and Provenance," 1 27. 
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presuppose, however, the ahost consensus opinion that 1 John was written by someone 

other than the evangelist at a later tirne? Thus, by his ordering, these verses of the 

Farewell Discourse (John 15:l-17) were fust written and were later followed by the 

Epistle known as I John; the verses of the Discourse were then added to the Gospel 

narrative. While an exact chronology is not disceniable. Segovia appears to implicitly 

support a reading which places the Sin inz Leben - and hence the authorship - of the 

Epistles earlier than those circurnstances in which the final forrn of the Gospel of John was 

written. 

Charles Talbert also advocates epistolary priority in his rext Readin~ John. 

Talben States from the outset his belief that the Epistles of John were written before the 

final form of the Gospel35 and that the specific chronological o r d e ~ g  of the Epistles 

should be 2, 3, 1 John.36 Talbert's test of his theory is to examine the Gospel of John for 

dues that it too addresses concem raised in the Johannine Epistles. He writes. 

"Segovia "Theology and Provenance." 127. Footnote 37. I t  is my reading that 
when Segovia writes that "1 John was written by someone other than the evangelist at a 
later rime," his chronology for the writing of the Epistle is relative to John 15: 1 - 17. not to 
the Gospel as a whole. 

35Talbert writes, "Tbs volume . . . contends that the Gospel of John was written 
either after 1,2,3 John or at about the same time as they and is dealing with some of the 
same problems . . . ." Charles Taibert. Reading John (New York: Crossroad Publishing 
Company, 1994), 4. 

36"The order assumed in this volume is 2,3,  1 John . . . with the Fowth Gospel's 
fmai f o m  comhg either alongside or after 1 John." Talbert, Reading John, 4. 



If the Fourth Gospel was written alongside or after the 
pend of the episties' composition, then it may be expected 
to have been produced, at least in part, with an eye to the 
controversy reflected in 1, 2, and 3 John. Is this the caseb?" 

In response to his own question he deduces, 

It seems that most of the controversial issues of the epistles 
are echoed in the Fourth Gospel at one place or another. 
although the Gospel's scope is not reduced to the matten of 
the controversy of the epistles . This would seem to imply 
that the Gospel of John was written either alongside or after 
the epistles 

There appears, then, to be significant support for the position that the 

Epistles of John were written before the Gospel. Such advocates. while going against the 

grain of much of modem scholarship. help to throw light on the question of the 

chronology of the Johannine literature, providing a new angle from which to examine this 

inquiry and other issues entangled in the web of the Johannine riddle. As well. in 

asserting a new perspective, these scholan renew interest in building a diflerent mode1 of 

the history of the Johannine community and Christian ongins. 

j7Talbert, Reading John. 56. 

jsTalbert. Reading John, 56-57. 



C-R 'IWO 

The Community BehUid the WntUIgs 

The issue of the sequentid ordering of texts within the Johannine corpus has 

received and continues to receive much attention in bib lical scho larship . Contemporary 

scholars in panicular have brought this question to the forefront of Johannine research. 

Many scholars perceive the ancient tem of the Bible as a window looking onto the 

historicai circumstances of the writer(s) of the documents. often using them as a guide to 

re-create the situations reffected in the texts. Thus, the texts become a bandbook for 

reconstruc~g the trajectory of Christian origins and thought. 

This certainly has b e n  true of the Johannine litcranire. In his introductory 

remarks, R. Alan Culpepper States, "it is clear that John has been used as a "window" 

through which the cntic c m  catch *gIimpsesn of the history of the Johannine 

c~mmuni ty .*~~  Raymond Brown also endorses such a methodoiogy in his texc The 

ommunitv of the Beloved Disciple, stating from the outset that he shall empioy this 

meam of reading the Gospel on different levels " so that it tells us the story both of Jesus 

j9R. Alan Culpepper. Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press. 
l983), 3. 
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and of the commmity that believed in him. "" This understanding of the Gospel narrative 

as a two-tiered drama revealing both the community or life circumstances of the writer as 

well as the ministry of Jesus has k e n  especidy important to and fruitful for those seeking 

to re-create the Johannine community and its place within the larger Christian f01d.~' If 

scholars wish to determine how the theology and teachings of the Johannine community 

developed, and if the texts produced from this commun@ are taken to be refiective of that 

development, then detennining the chronological pnority of those texts becomes a crucial 

point. It is upon this cornerstone thaî scholars have built their historicai reconstructions. 

In taking the position that the Johannine Epistles were wrinen before the 

emergence of the Gospel of John's final form, this diesis shall remove that cornerstone of 

consensus opinion, puaing in its place a substitute around which to constnict a new 

Johannine community history. To do so, the priority of the Episties of John must be 

shown. However, before such a Line of inquiry is undertaken, we must first examine a 

number of prelimkmy issues regarding the Johannine texts . 

With respect to this two-tiered presentation of the Gospel. the classic text. on 
which Brown himself buiIds, is J. Louis Martyn, History and Theolow in the Fourth 
G o ~ e l  (New York: Harper & Row, 1968; reprint, Nashville: Abingdon Press. 1979). 



J 0 m - y  Tree : How Are the WnePgs Abbutecl to John Related. 3 

Before embarking upon an examination of the evidence in favour of 

epistolary prïonty, one m t  fust ask: Wbat exactly is the relationship between the Gospel 

and the Epistles of John? 

The relationship between the Johaonine Gospel and Epistles has long been 

disputed among academics. Similarities and dissimilarities of vocabulary, gammaticai 

style, themes and theology have permittecl a continuing debate. Scholars such as C.H. 

Dodd (who is credited with initiating the discussion in modern time~)"~ have undertaken 

exhaustive studies of the linguistic tendencies of the Gospel and Epistles." Dodd's 

conclusion that the clramatic differences in style and Imguage between the two sets of 

documents could only be explained by their king produced by different authors does hold 

a degree of merit; however, it is not the conclusive argument some may expect. Re- 

examination of the evidence by W. F. Howard revealed that whiie Dodd's statements are 

legitimate, he did not take into account the different purposes and perspectives of the 

writings nor the possibility that they were redacted in different rnanner~.~ Rudolf 

'*Grayston, Johannine Epistles, 7. 

43C.H. Doda '.The Fint Epistle of John and the Fourth Gospel." The Bulletin of 
the John Rvlands Library 21 (1937): 129-156. 

UW.F. Howard, 'The Common Authorship of the Johannine Gospel and 
Epistles," Journal of Theological Studies 48 (1 947): 12-25. 
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Schnackenburg mites of this discussion, 'we must take inro consideration the different 

perspective of the two writings as weil as the way in which they have been edited.'" 

Kemeth Grayston deduces, "The resulu [of such analyses] are inconclusive especially 

when account is taken of differences which are likely to aise in writing such diverse 

documents as an epistle . . . and a narrative gospel. "" Later studies showed thar when 

considered against the backdrop of the entire New Testament, "the differences in language 

between GJohn [the Gospel of John] and I John are minimal.'" The similarities in 

vocabulary, grammatical ~~nsmictions, and overall style between the Gospel and Epistles 

of John are overwhelming. As Raymond Brown notes, there exists between the two sets 

of writings a distinct " similarity in content and vocabulary . . . parallels in smcture 

. . . especiaiIy in the beginning of the two works [the two Prologues are reaily unique in 

the N T  and in the ending [John 20:31 and 1 John 5: 13 state the purpose of the wrîtingJ. "" 
On this point he writes, "it is difficuit to fmd two works more simiiar in expression than 

GJohn and 1 John. "49 Indeed, as Rudolf Schnackenburg states: 

"Rudol f Schnac kenburg, The JO hannine Epist les, trans. Reginald and 1 lse Fuller 
(New York: Crossroad Publishing Company, 1 W2), 3 5 .  

*Grayston, Johannine Epistles, 7. 

47Schnackenburg, JO hannine Epistles, 

48Brown, Epistles, 2 1. 



Contrary to those differences which the critics have pointed 
out, the agreements in both writings regarding vocabulary , 
phraseology, and style are so marked that there is nothhg to 
rule out the possibility of a cornmon author so far as these 
considerations are concerned 

In addition to the similarities in vocabuiary and language noted above. there 

are other considerations to be factored into the question of a shared tradition for the 

Johannùie literature. Of prominent concern to this debate are the differences in 

theology/christology which have been observed in the writings. 

Rudolf Schaackenburg has identifed theologicai areas comrnon to both the 

Johannine Gospel and Epistles.'l These include: 

(1) a distinct sense of dualism shared by the texts and 
expressed through dualistic images and terminology ; for 
example, the images of 'light' and 'darhess' found 
throughout the writings; 

(2) common use of christological tities and statements; 

(3) a strong emphasis on the commandment to love; and, 

(4) emphasis on the incarnation of Christ in both prologues 
(John 1: 14 and 1 John 1:2, 4:2). 

As Schnackenburg notes, these commoaalities have led scholars to ?ecognize the close 

affinity between the epistle and G J o ~ ~ . " ~ '  

5oSchnackenburg, Johannine Epistles, 3 5. 

SISchnackenburg, Johannine Eoistles, 3 8. 

"Schnackenburg, Johannine Epistles, 38. 



Despite these similarities, there are distinct theologicai differences for which 

scholars must account. Ln his commentary on rhe Epistles of Johns3, Raymond Brown 

outlines these differences as follows: 

(1) The Epistle ascribes many important attributes to God 
rather than to Jesus. For example, John 1 :4 and 1 :9 state 
Jesus is the Iight whereas 1 John 1 :5 States God is light. 

(2) The Johannine Epistles are void of any direct reference 
to or quotation from the Old Testament whereas the Gospel 
narrative contains mny scriptuni references from Judaism. 

(3) The Gospel of John is far more heavily flavoured by 
direct references to the Spirit. As Brown points out, the 
only reference to the Spirit Paraclete in the Epistie is to 
apply this term to Jesuss, whereas this term or image is a 
particular motif of the Gospel of John. 

(4) There are differences in the manner in which the death 
of Jesus is perceived in the two sets of writings. In the 
Epistles, Jesus dies to atone for humanity's sins (1 John 
2:2). In the Gospel, however , Jesus' death is seen to be His 
'triumph and (12:27-32; l6:33-17: 1).  

(5) Each writing places a different emphasis on their 
respective eschatological teachings. The Gospel narrative 
stresses a realized eschatology - that the kingdom of God 
aheady exists in the followers of Christ. The Episties look 

S3Brown, Epistles, 25-28. 

"Brown, E?istle% 26-7. 

S 5 B r o ~ ~  Epistleq 26. 



to the fuaue, to Jesus' second coming and revelation of God 
(1 John 2:18. 28; 3:2)? 

(6) There are noted differences in christology between the 
Gospel and Epistles. As Brown states, '1 John stresses 
aspects of a lower christology in instances where GJohn 
stresses a higher christology . For the Gospel writer Jesus 
is the divine logos - the incarnation of God sent from above 
to reveal His glory (John 1:14, 6138). This notion is not 
even a tenet of the Johannine Epistles. "The glory of Jesus 
is never mentioned in the Epistles. w58 Here, Jesus is our 
"advocate with the Father . . . the atoning sacrifice for our 
sins" (I John 2 : 1 b-2a). 

If. as we have seen. the Gospel and Epistles exhibit evidence both for and 

against the hypothesis that the writings are related, how, then, are the similarities and 

differences noted above to be reconciled inîo one expianation? How can these documents 

be both so remarkably alike and yet also possess such distinct differences? 

Many scholars dismiss the weight of the documents' commonalities. 

claiming that the differences between the two sets of writings are far greater than any 

similarities between them. They would suggest the writings to be the work of two 

"Of the Gospel's teachings on the end times Brown states. '-there is no doubt that 
the major emphasis in GJohn is on realized eschatology, e.g.? the children of God already 
possess divine life, and both judgement and seeing God in Jesus are present privileges." 
Of the Epistles he writes, "Without denying the present reaiity of divine Me. I John look 
forward to a future judgement as the moment when we shall be like God and see Hirn as 
He is." Brown, E~istles. 27. 

"Brown, E~isde& 26. 
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different authors. Others maintain that the parcicular similarities of the texts ultimately 

bind them so that the idea of a cornmon authorship c m o t  be so easily ~ ~ e g a t e d . ~ ~  Indeed, 

as B.H. Streeter writes, "the three Epistles and the Gospel of John are so closeiy allied in 

diction, style, and general outlook that the burden of proof lies with the person who would 

deny their common authorship. "" 

One possible expianation which would tie together the most important 

aspects of the arguments raised above is that the Gospel and Epistles of John were not 

written by a single author working alone, but by a group of writers working in cornmunity 

and guided by an established set of theological premises. Such an hypothesis would 

account for both the similarities between the writings and the differences evident among 

the documents. 

In pondering such an hypothesis one must immediately ask if there is any 

evidence to suggest that such a possibility would hold merit and credibility. More 

particularly, is there anything within the texts to suggest that more than one mind was at 

work in creating the documents? 1s there any evidence to suggest such a communal 

tradition was not uncornmon in the context of the ancient world in which these texts were 

written? To examine these questions we must look i n t e d y  to the evidence provided 

S9For a lia of scholar~ who have engaged this debate, see Brown, Epistles, 20. 

60Burnett H. Streeter, The Four Gos~eis (London: Macmillan & Company Ltd.. 
1964), 458. 



within the Johannine writings regarding their authorship and also look externaily to other 

authorities to see if indeed documents produced through a communal thought or process 

would have had a place in the ancien& world of the New Testament. 

By far the most significant evidence that a communal tradition forms the 

backdrop to the Iohannine wrihngs cornes fkom the writings themselves. Both the Gospel 

of John and the Johannine Epistles give reference to a society of believers lying behind 

these texts and from which these w r i ~ g s  were produced. In John 21:24 the Gospel's 

writerlrecorder, in speaking of the foregoing testimony of the witness and validating its 

truth. employs the fmt person plural "we": "This is the disciple who is testiwing to these 

things and who has caused them to be written [~aà y p & @ a ~  ruCr%), and we know that his 

testimony is mie* (John 21 :24). In so doing, the writedrecorder of the text implies the 

presence of multiple persons standing behind the document - a communal mind or 

tradition which has not merely accepted but has affirmed the witness of the originator of 

the Gospel narrative, and a cornrnunity to which the writer apparently belongs and with 

which he identifies. 6' 

61A discussion of the authorship of Johannine writings and other associated issues 
shall follow in the course of this chapter. 
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Comments about an apparent Iohannine community are also found in the 

letters atiributed ro John. 1 John 1 : 1 States, " We declare to you what was from the 

beginning, what we have heard, what we have seen with our eyes, what we h v e  looked 

at and touched with our hands, concemhg the word of life . . . ." In 2 John 1 the writer 

(idenwing himself as the 'elder') addresses his letter "to the elect lady and her children" 

indicating chat the receiver is not a single individual but many perçons who stand in 

association. That this elder refers to the addressee as "the elect lady" implies she was a 

person of some prominence and stature who held charge over her followers whom he 

refers to as her "children". 

Other indications of a possible Johannine society are found in the Third 

Epistle to John. In 3 John 9 the elder speaks of havuig written to "the churchw ( 'Eypaqa 

ri é d q o i a ) .  He iater employs plural forms in writing "we also testify for him 

[Demetrius], and you know that our testimony is mie." Further. he speaks of 'the 

friends* who give testimony to the faithfulness of the addressee, presumably a loyalty and 

adherence to the community's standards of faith and belief. 

Extemai evidence may also be mustered in support of a Johannine 

community hypothesis. In discussing the authorship of the Johannine Gospel, Raymond 

Brown cornments that "the ancient evidence does not attribute to John the undivided 

authorship of the Gospel, for almost every account of the composition associates others 



with John. &OWR cites various ancient sources (including the Muratonan Fragment and 

Clement of Alexandria) as making reference to a group of followers surroundhg John the 

A p ~ s t i e . ~  While this evidence does not speak directiy to a Johannine comrnunity, it does 

point one in the direction of an ancient society of believers sharing a Johnnine 

association. 

In aii, each of these remarks and references seems to indicate the existence 

of a community or sociew behind the tex& atîributed to John. WhiIe the character of such 

a society has wt yet been delineated in this examination, others have poured much effort 

into investigating the possible existence of a distinct Johannine community and the nature 

of such a gathering of Christian believers. In particular, R. Alan Culpepper has spent 

much time developiug the notion that this society was not rnerely a comrnunity of the 

faithful but a particular school of thought which lies in the background of these 

documents? He concludes that the writings give clear indication of the existence of a 

circle of disciples living in community , a hypothesis which he supports with rhree principal 

arguments : 

(1) the linguistic and theological similarïties and 
dissimilarities among the Johannine writings c m  be 

62Raymond E. Brovm, The Gospel According to John (Garden City: Doubleday & 
Company, 1966), xcix. 

"R. Alan Culpepper, The Johannine School (Missoula: Scholars Press, 1 974). 



explaineci best by assuming that they were written by several 
writers working in one community - hence probably a 
school; 

(2) the paaistic writings which refer to John and his 
disciples suggest that there was a 'Johannine' school; and. 

(3) John's use of the OId Testament suggests that the Gospel 
was composed in a school (similar to the school of 
Mattùew) .a 

Culpepper expands on this argument to show that this community shared 

characteristics common to the ancient philosophicai schools and could therefore jusefiably 

be referred to as  a 'school' rather than merely as a community. Among the characteristics 

to which he draws attention are die following: 

(1) The Johannine community was a fellowship of disciples; 

(2) The community gathered around, and traced its origins 
to a founder - the BD Beloved Disciple]; 

(3) The community valued the teachgs of its founder and 
the traditions about him; 

(4) Members of the community were disciples or students of 
the founder - the BD; 

(5) Teaching, leaming , studying , and writïng were common 
activities in the community; and, 

(6) The community maintained some distance from the rest 
of society . 

6SCulpepper, Johannine School, 26 1. 

66Culpepper, Johannine School, 287-289. 
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Culpepper's fifth tenet is particularly important for this study in that he 

attributes the community to be not rnerely a gathering of faithfbl membenhip but a group 

who sought to presewe their traditions and promulgate their teachings through the written 

word. 

From the outset of this smdy, it has been the stated position that the 

'Johannine writings' refer to those texts of the New Testament attributed to John. most 

specifically , the Gospel and three Epistles .67 Traditionally , the Christian church has 

appealed to daims of apostolic ongins to f d y  gound these writings within the New 

Testament canon. However , there exists considerabte s kepticism concerning the 

67See Footnote 2. 

68For example, .i .N . Sandm writ es, "From the third c e n t q  AD. until the 
beginning of the modem period in New Testament criticism the Gospel. three Epistles. 
and Revelation of John have been ascribed to the apostle John. the son of Zebedee." LN. 
Sanders, The Gospel According to St. John (London: Adam & Charles Black Ltd.. 1968). 
24. See also Robert A. Spivey and D. Moody Smith who note. "According to the ancient 
tradition of the church, the Fourth Gospel, as weU as the Johannine Epistles and 
Revelation, are the work of the apostle John (presumably the son of Zebedee. aithough 
this is not always clearly stated in the early sources), who lived to a ripe old age in the 
city of Ephesus and composed the Gospel while residuig there." R.A. Spivey and D.M. 
Smith, Matomv of the New Testament (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co.. 1 989), 
160. 



authenticity of this ~1a.i.m.~ If apostolic authonhip is to be negated, then one must ask to 

whom we may attribue authorship." What dues lie within the texts attributed to 'Johny? 

What do the documents Say about their author(s) and what significance does this hold? 

Very liale evidence exists to support an accurate historical identification of 

the author of the Johannine Epistles. Indeed, the Epistles themeives are virtually silent 

in amibuting authorship to any one narned person. I John. for example. States nothing of 

the document's ongin while 2 and 3 John c l a h  only to have k e n  pemed by 'the elder' 

or 'the presbyter' (2 John 1 and 3 John 1). Many scholars support the hypothesis thar the 

69While most modern bibiicai critics do not generally subscribe to this theory. 
there are quarters in which the idea of apostolic authorship is prominently upheld. 
Barnabas Lindars refers to this when he writes. 'The traditional view is that the 
evangelist was John the son of Zebedee, and that he is the person referred to in the Gospel 
itseif a s  'the disciple whom Jesus loved'. This view dl1 has its supporters." Lindars. ed.. 
Gos~ei of John, 28. 

''Raymond E. Brown makes a clear distinction between the te= 'author' and 
He notes that in the New Testament period such distinctions were not readily 

made causing a blurring in the function between those responsible for producing the ideas 
documented in the text (Le., the authoc) and those whose roie was to trançcribe these 
ideas (i.e., the writer), stating that "sometimes the "author" of a book is simply a 
designation for the authority behind it." Brown, Gospel, Ixxxvii-lx>orviü. For the 
purposes of this examination. when speaking of the authorship of the Johannùie witings. 
reference is being made to that person(s) responsible for the ideas and notions expressed 
within the text. 
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t h e  Epissies originared from the same source or writer. As Raymond Brown iadicates. 

nich an hypothesis simplifies the issue of a common tradition between the Gospel and 

Epistles but it is not eorllely unlikely. As Brown mtes. the overtapping concems and 

circumstances of the three writhgs bind them together, malririg a common tradition not 

only possible but probable.'' Who. then. is this presbyter fiom whom the Epistles are said 

to have corne? 

The quesion of the historical idem@ of the presbwr is indeed difficdt to 

answer. Although traditional accounts equate the author of the Johannhx Gospel and 

Epistles with the Apostle John. there is mention in texts from amique of another 

prominent church official in Asia Miwr. John the Resbyter (or John the Elder).' While 

early historians often fastened theories of authorship to one of these two suggestions 

(causing rmch debate even in early church times) most modem scholars believe rhe amwer 

is to be found elsewhere.' M. academics have largely abandoned this pumit in 

"Brown Community. 94. 

?Wmackenburg Johannine Epistles. 404 1. 

zWhiie it has k e n  suggested thar the presbyter may in fact be the Beloved 
Disciple. this thesis has found little support. -4s Brown points out it would be unnanirai 
for the Beloved Disciple to refer to himselfas 'the elder' or 'the presbyter'. Furthemore. 
he argues one would expect the Beloved Disciple. as leader of the community. to be able 
to command more respect and obedience h m  those =ho follow him rban rhar exhibited 
in the Epinles. See Brenn Comrnunity, 95. 
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favour of a more fruithl and promishg venture: gainmg knowledge of rhe source of the 

Epistles by examining the role of the presbyter. 

Raymond Brown notes two general uses of the term presbyteros in early 

Christianity. The first was that of a designation used to mark those responsible for the 

.. . atimrnistrative duties and pastoral ministry of the church hierarchy. W e  the Elder wntes 

of issues related to the rninistry of the church (in pamcular moral issues and questions of 

confirming one's faith), it is unlikely this served as the principal function of the writer as 

there is linle evidence to support the necessary corollary thesis that a highly senicnired 

church organization had been established by the end of the fxst cenniry.' 

The second use of the term presbyteros is employed to denote -the 

generation of teachers afer the eyewimesses - people who could teach in a chain of 

authority because they had seen and heard others who. in tum. had seen and heard 

je su^.*'^ Thus, like the Beloved Disciple of the Johannine Gospel. the presbyter ivas 

likely an authoritative figure within the community who could rightly claim. through a 

chain of tradition. to possess the 'correct' and 'proper' interpretation of theology and 

issues of concern facing the community. Such appeals to tradition would be necessary to 

"Brown, Community. 99- 100. 

"Brown. Community, 100. 
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combat the eider's opponents who appear to have professed an alternative understandhg 

of Johannine teachings . 76 

Of interest is the apparent unspoken view that there lies behind these texts 

a community bound by a basic shared dieolow. Their interpretations have obviously 

divergeci on some points causing suife within the community (as is evident in the 

presbyter's words tbat some memben have departed fkom their fold [I John 2:19]). 

Despite an apparent split in the membership, a communj. of believers remains in the 

background of these writhgs. This is witnessed in the presbyter's greeting and closing 

of his second letter (30 the elect lady and her children" [2 John 11; and 'The children of 

your elect sister send you their greetings." [2 John 13]), and in his third letter to Gaius 

that he has communicated to 'the church" of Diotrephes (3 John 9a). 

In ail it may be said that the Johannine EpistIcs were likely written to 

congregations of a shared faith by a leader of the commuity to assert the accepted view 

of the circle concerning rnatters of morality and issues of theology. 

b, The Author of the Gosoel of J o b  

The Johannine Gospel appears to speak most direcdy of the person 

responsible for this document, shedding a flickering light on the issue of authorship. It 

'%ee, for example, 1 John 2% 1 1. 
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provides two references to the identity of its author. The first is a rather vague 

identification found in John l9:35. Referring to Jesus' cmcifixion the wnter inserts , "He 

who saw this bas testified so that you also may believe. His testimony is mie. and he 

knows that he tells the auth.- Interestïngly, the wrkr  amibutes authorship of the text to 

an eyewimess to the crucifixion without providing a specific name or title to this person. 

However, in reading the Gospel's account of those present at the foot of the cross. the 

'disciple whom Jesus loved' is named as having attended with Mary the mother of Jesus, 

Mary Magdalene and Mary the wife of Clopas (John 19:25). Therefore. it may be 

deduced that this oblique allusion to the author of the Gospel is indeed referring to the 

Beloved Disciple. 

Further implications rnay be surmised from the passage. The writer 

declares that the eyewitness/Johamhe author (i.e., Beloved Disciple) has given this 

evidence so that his knowledge will be perpeniated in the written word for the missionary 

purpose of sharing his faith with the readers of the text. He has already achieved one 

convert - the writer of the document - who attests to the validity of the events depicted 

by the eyewimess and who a f f i m s  the witness's own belief in that to which he has 

testified. For the Mter  of the text, the eyewimess is an authoritative tacher of the events 

in the minisû-y of Jesus and the source of this written word. 

John 2 1 :24 &es a more direct identification: "This [Le., the Beloved 

Disciple] is the disciple who is teswing to these things and has written them, and we 
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know that his testimony is true." Several intereshg remarks may be made about this 

passage. FUst, the writedrecorder of the Gospel narrative again identifies the Beloved 

Disciple as the source for the text. It is the testimony of thzs disciple which is recorded 

in the Gospel account. Second, the h t e r  specifically identifies the Beloved Disciple as 

the author of the narrative. Recalling Raymond Brown's rernarks that the New Testament 

period did not distinguish between those responsible for the ideas contained in a text and 

those whose role was to tramcribe such ideas onto par~hment,~ it becomes unclear 

whether the words of the writedrecorder are meant to be understood as the Beloved 

Disciple having phys idy  written the Gospel text or whether in fact he simply stood 

behind the document as a source for its ideas (with some other person acting as scribe)." 

R. Alan Culpepper notes that the writedrecorder of the narrative "attributed a prior and 

formative role to the Beloved Disciple. What stands written in the Gospel owes its origin, 

definition, and authority to the Beloved Disciple. n79 Indeed, given that the writer/recorder 

of the narrative distinguishes himself Erom the testimony and witness of the Beloved 

"Brown. Gos~ei, l>wcvi-lxrxxviii. See also Footnote 70 above. 

780n this point Brown writes, "It is not certain fiom this verse [John 21 :24] 
whether the disciple in question physicaily wrote these things or caused them to be 
written." However, Brown later adds, "It wiil be noted that the staternent in n i  24 
clearly distinguishes the disciple fiom the writer of ch. xxi (the '%e")." Brown, Gos~el, 
xciii. 

79R. Alan Culpepper, John. the Son of Zebedee (Columbia: University of South 
Carolina Press, 1 994), 7 1. 



Disciple, to whom he attributes authorship of the text, it would appear that this Beloved 

Disciple is in fact the authority behind the Gospel account. He is the wimess to the events 

depicted within the tea  and the guardian of tradition for the comm~ni ty .~  

With respect to the latter portion of verse 24 (John 21:24b), the 

writedrecorder's use of the f ~ s t  person plural 'we' indicates that the testimony of the 

Beloved Disciple appears to have k e n  preserved by a group of followers. The staternent 

by the writdrecorder that this group of followers accepted the testimony of the Beloved 

Disciple implies that the Beloved Disciple held a position of authority among those who 

produced the text (i.e.. the Johannine community) . R. Alan Culpepper writes, 

The reference "we h o w "  signals that there was a 
community which anested to the truth of the Beloved 
Disciple's witness and. by implication, to the tmth of the 
Gospel. There is no need, nor any evidence, to maintain 
that this group had some official standing. as a group of 
apostles or presbyters. To the contrary, the pronoun is 
adequately explained as a reference to a community of 
beiievers who had gathered around the Beloved Disciple. 
They had heard his witness, and they knew it was true. The 
writer who later speaks in f ~ s t  person (21 :25), of course, 
counted himself as a member of this cornmunity. The 
community knew that 
they spoke of him as 

their disciple's witness was me.  and 
"the Beloved Disciple. "" 

"D. Moody Smith and Robert A. Spivey note, 'The Gospel of John does . . . 
assert that the Beloved Disciple is the witness who stands behind the Gospel and caused it 
to be written." Spivey and Smith, Anatomy of the New Testament, 1 86- 1 87. 

*'Culpepper, Son of Zebedee ,7  1. 
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Indeed, as the writer/recorder of the Johannine Gospel States in John 21:25, the events 

narrated in the document are not an exhaustive account of the activities of Jesus, a 

statement leading to the possible hypothesis that other accounts dissimilar fkom this text 

may have been in circulation at the same tirne. That this band of Chnstians had chosen 

to accept the word of the Beloved Disciple is testimony to his leadership role in the 

community . 

If the Beloved Disciple is the stated author of the Gospel of John, one must 

question the identity of this figure and the role he/she played within the Johannine 

community . Various academics have attempted to reconstruct the historical identity of the 

Beloved Disciple. However, most accounts appear to weaken under the sheer weight of 

the task since liale intemal and extemal evidence exists to support an accurate naming of 

this literary figure of the Gospel narrative." Indeed, as Barnabas Lindars notes, given the 

mystique surrounding this figure it is justifiable to question 'whether he [the Beloved 

Disciple] can rightly be regarded as an historically identifiable characrer at 

On this point scholarship has generaily conceded that the Beloved Disciple 

is certainly an idealuation of Jesus' followers - the perfect disciple who is witness to the 

"Suggestions as to the histoncai identity and name of the Beloved Disciple range 
from the rather obvious hypothesis of John the Apostle, to L a z m  (the follower of Jesus 
who is refened to at John 1 1 :33 as "he whom you [Jesus] love"), to John Mark. an early 
Jerusalem Christian leader, even to suggestions of St. Paul. See Sanders, Gospel 
Accordine to St. John, 31; and Lindan, ed., Gospel of John, 33. 

"Lindars, ed., Gospel of John, 34. 



cmcial events of the Christian expenence. Yet, many scholars contend that behind this 

shadowy literary persona stands an historical person who lived during the New Testament 

period. As R. Alan Culpepper writes, 

Insofar as there is a consensus among Johannine scholars, it 
is that there was a real person, who may have been an 
eyewitness to events in Jesus' rninistry, and who was later 
the authontathe source of tradition for the Johannine 
cornmunity .@ 

We c m  recognize that the figure of the Beloved Disciple is 
both individual and representational. Solutions that seek 
merely to identiQ an individual fail to take seriously the 
iddized nature of the scenes in which he appears and the 
way in which they are appended to earlier traditions. 
Solutions that interpret the Beloved Disciplr solely as a 
symbolic figure do not satisfactorily explain the concern in 
John 21 :20-23 over the death of the Beloved Disciple. As 
has often k e n  remarked. symbolic figures do not die. What 
we have then is a historical figure who has been given an 
idealized role in the crucial scenes of the farewel discourse, 
trial, death, and resurrection of Jesus." 

Culpepper's conclusion that "the BD probably represents the idealkation 

of a historical person"" is supported by biblical references in the Gospel of John. 

especially John 21:21-23 which makes reference to the apparent death of the Beloved 

"Culpepper, Anatomy, 47. 

"Culpepper. Son of Zebedee, 84. 

Tuipepper, Johannine School, 265. 



Disciple. Verse 23a in partidar refen to a m o u r  cornmonplace in the community that 

the Beloved Disciple was not to die but to remain on earth until Jesus' second coming or 

parozuia ('So the nunour spread in the commwiity that this disciple would not die* [John 

2 1 :23a]). However, the Gospel writer is quick to correct this rumour, making ciear that 

those were not the words of Jesus ("Yet Jesus did not Say to him that he would not die." 

[John 21:23b3). In so doing, the writer indirectiy implies that the Beloved Disciple has 

in fact died and, through rhis indirect obi-, acknowledges the validity of the Beloved 

Disciple as an historical person. As Culpepper explains. 'If the BD had been an ided 

form only, the question of his death, which is real enough, would never have arisen? 

Perhaps Barnbas Lindars provides a more succinct explanation. He States, 

The [Beloved] Disciple certainly has a symbolic function as 
the ideal disciple. who remains me where Peter fails . . . 
But this does not mean that fie is not intendeci to be an actual 
historical person: he is d e f ~ t e l y  one of the Twelve. But 
John has felt the need of representing one of them as the 
perfect disciple. He has taken advantage of the facelessness 
of most of them in the tradition to impose on one of them 
the feanires which are needed for his purpose." 

Lindan' sentiment that the Beloved Disciple represents a ciramatkation of 

the ideal disciple for a specifc purpose is echoed in the wordî of David Hawkin. Hawkin 

suggests it is not the historical identity of the Beloved Disciple which is primary to the 

"Culpepper. Johannine School, 265. 

88Lindars, ed., Gospel of John, 34. 
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Johannine riddle but the "significance [of the Beloved Disciple] . . . as an authenticator 

and guarantor of tradition? Such a focus should prompt more fruithi1 studies, for in 

examining the role of the Beloved Disciple in the Gospel narrative we harvest idormation 

about the community from which the Gospel was penned. This prompts the question: 

What does the Gospel of John Say about the Beloved Disciple? And what does this r e k t  

of the community from which it came and the role of the Disciple within that cornmunity? 

. . 
c. The Role of the Beloved Disciple 

The figure of the Beloved Disciple is a central facet for unravelling the 

multi-dimensions and complexities of the Gospel of John. The author has designed a 

narrative which is more than a flat, objective account of historical events; he has created 

an account charged with theological lessons and significance. In recognizing this, one 

acknowledges that characters and events may be muIti-purposed. That is, people and 

occurrences referred to in the Gospel may be more than historical figures; they may be 

placed in the Gospei to serve the purposes of the author rather than the purposes of 

history. That being said, one must recognize that the Gospel's figure of the Beloved 

Disciple is more than an historical personage: he serves a panicular role for the author of 

89David J. Hawkin, "The Function of the Beloved Disciple Motif in the Johannine 
Redaction," Laval Theolomque et Philosophique 23 (1977): 136. 



the text and fbIfiiIs a particular function for the community from which the text came. On 

the point of the literary purpose of characters in the Gospel of John, R. Alan Culpepper 

The evangelist is not a novelist whose great concern is full- 
blown developrnent of his characters. Most of the 
characters appear on the literary stage only long enough to 
fulfill their role in the evangelist's representation of Jesus 
and the response to him. As a result, one is almost forced 
to consider the characters in tenns of their commissions, 
plot functions , and representational value? 

What function, then, does the Beloved Disciple fùlfill in the Gospel of John? 

David Hawkin recognizes that a critical reading of the Gospel of John 

reveals two important observations regarding the role of the Beloved Discipleg1: 

(1) The Gospel narrative is an ordered and strucnired 
document i nd i ca~g  the author undertook the construction 
of the text with careful consideration, apparently doing so 
with a partkular logic and purpose in mind. 

(2) The character of the Beloved Disciple appears in the 
narrative at specific drâmatic intervals in the course of the 
unfolding Gospel story, revealing the importance of this 
figure from the view of the author and indicating that the 
author held a specific reason for doing so; that is, the 
placement of the Beloved Disciple in the structure of the 
Johannine Gospel is not mere coincidence - he holds a 

9oCulpepper, Anatomv, 102. 

''Hawkin, "Beloved Disciple Motif," 140. 



particular theological value for the wrkr of the author of 
the text . 92 

The Gospel of John makes three principal and specific references to the 

'disciple whom Jesus loved'? The appearance of this Iiterary figure of the Beloved 

Disciple is marked at three cmcial junctures in the Gospel narrative. namely: 13 :2 1-26: 

19:25-27; and 20:2-10. To emphasize the importance of the role of this character to the 

Gospel story (and to the community behind the text) each of these scenes shall be 

examined. 

One of his disciples - the one whom Jesus loved - was 
reciining next to h i w  Simon Perer rherefore mrioned to him 
to ask Jesus of whom he was speoking. So while reclining 
n e n  to Jesus, he mked him, "Lord, who is ir?" Jesus 
answered, ''Ir is the one ro whom I give thir piece of bread 
when I have dipped it in the dish. " So when he had Jipped 

- - 

92Hawkin, "Beloved Disciple Mouf." 1 40. 

'%lote that there are additional direct references to the character of the Beloved 
Disciple found in Chapter 21 of the Gospel narrative. However. since this chapter is 
generaiiy regarded as a later supplernent to the original text these are not considered in 
this present discussion. 



the piece of brend. he gave ir to Judas son of Simon 
Iscariot . 

John 13~23-26 

This f ~ s t  reference to the Beloved Disciple occurs during the Last Supper 

scene when Jesus addresses his own followers. The text indicates that the Beloved 

Disciple "was reclining next to him" (verse 23b) and was asked by Peter to question Jesus 

as to the identity of the one who was to betray him. Jesus responds to the question but the 

response is not communicated to the original questiowr, Simon Peter. but is told solely 

to the Beloved Disciple. 

Several interesting points arise from this passage. First. there is a physical 

closeness between Jesus and the Beloved Disciple. The Beloved Disciple is said to be 

''reclining next to him" (NRSV trm~hhon) or, as other nanslators describe, the Beloved 

Disciple is *in the bosom of Jesusw or 'lying close to the breast of lesus" ( bv ri$ 

~Okncp). This physical closeness between the Beloved Disciple and Jesus is a strong 

indicator of the closeness of their relationship. The Beloved Disciple is positioned in a 

place of honour and prestige among the disciples who share in the table of the Last Supper 

scene .94 

Second, the phrasing of this passage is reminiscent of the Gospel's 

prologue. John 1: 18 States, "No one has ever seen God. It is God the only Son, who is 

close to the Father's heart (6 <jv ~ i q  ~ b v  ~ 6 h r o v  TOC x a r p h ~ ) ,  who has made him 

94Ulri~h Busse, "The Beloved Disciple," Skrif en Kerk 15 (1 994): 22 1. 
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kwwn. " The s d a r  phrasing of these two passages (John 1 : 18 and 13 :23-26) establishes 

a parallel between th=: just as Jesus lies close to the Father's hem. so too does the 

Beloved Disciple lie close to the kart of Jesus; just as Jesus has a special relationship with 

the Father. so roo does the Beloved Disciple have a special relationship with Jesus: and 

just as Jesus shail reveai the Father, so too shall the Beloved Disciple reveai Jesus and 

make him known. (This is partidarly expresseci in this latter passage wherein the 

Beloved Disciple acts as an inrermedhry between Jesus and Peter. for the Beloved Disciple 

alone can make known to Peter the words of Jesus.) 

Third, the Beloved Disciple is portrayed as king closer to Jesus than Simon 

Peter. It is the Beloved Disciple, not Peter. who sits in the position of honour. reclining 

next to Jesus. Further. Peter's physical disrance from Jesus obliges him to p through the 

Beloved Disciple to communicate his inquiry to Jesus. Thus. the Beioved Disciple acts 

as an intermedhry between Simon Peter and Jesus. As weli. Perer's question is prwented 

to Jesus (by the Beloved Disciple) but Jesus' response is not comniunicated back to Perer. 

Only the Beloved Disciple is privy to the knowiedge of the identity of Jesus' betrayer. 

This, too. is a sign of the close relationship between these two characters and a measure 

of the trust Jesus placed in the Beloved Disciple? Indeed. the author's portraya1 of the 

uniquely Jobannine Beloved Disciple as king closer to Jesus than Simon Perer (the 

95The question has been raised as to the degree of knowledge the Beloved Disciple 
tnily possessed regarding the identity of Jesus' betrayer. [See. for example. Culpepper. 
Son of Zebedee, 60-6 1 .] Ultimately. this line of inquiry remains unresolved. 



recognized leader of the Christian church) could be seen to reflect the political 

undercurrents of the faith community . 

Meurtwhile, s t d i n g  near the cross of Jesus were his 
morher, and his morkr's sister, Mary the wife of CZupm, 
and Mary Magùàlene. When Jesus saw his mother and rhe 
disciple whom he luved standing beside her, he said ro his 
morher, "Woman, here is your son. " Then he said to the 
disciple, "Here is your morher. " And from t h  hour rhe 
disciple look her in10 his own home. 

John 19125-27 

The second reference to the Beloved Disciple is located in the narrative's 

Passion account where both Mary the rnother of Jesus and the Beloved Disciple are found 

keeping vigil at the foot of the cross. Seeing them. Jesus gives his mother over into the 

care of his most trusteci confÏdant. the Beloved Disciple and, as the text relates. from then 

on the Disciple cared for Mary in his home. Of importance to this passage are two key 

observations: (1) that the wording chosen by Jesus in this passage, indeed the particular 

phcashg of the sentences, are acnial adoption formulas fiom Roman legal codes:% and. 

(2) that the Beloved Disciple is said to have taken Mary into his home and car& for her. 

%Hawkin, "Beloved Disciple Motif." 144. 



For many scholars the signifcance of this passage is intricately related to 

the family of Jesus. It will be recalled from John 7 5  that the siblings of Jesus did not 

possess faith in him. As well, it should be noted that, even from the outset of the Gospel. 

those who did believe and did possess faith in Jesus are identified as 'children of God" 

(John 1 : 12- 13). Interestingly , in reciting the Roman (legal) adoption formula in his last 

earthly moments, Jesus' final dramatic act is to replace his position as  first bom son with 

the Beloved Disciple who. in accepting this honour, also accepts the accornpanying 

responsibilities and duties as leader of the family. 'By this ceremonid act [the giving over 

of Jesus' mother to the Beloved Disciple], a new relationship is formed; a new family is 

created."'?' hdeed, in his dying hour Jesus has rejected his blood brothers who had 

rejected his divinity in favour of his most trusted confidant and follower - the Beloved 

Disciple. Through the acceptance of Mary as his mother and his invitation to care for her 

in his home, the Beloved Disciple and Mary forge a new relationship and, in so doing. 

create a new famiiy of believen, the Christian church who are m e  children of God.98 

The sorrowful scene at the foot of the cross represents the 
birth pangs by which the spirit of saivation is brought forth 
(Isa xxvi 17-18) and handed over (John xix 30). In 
becoming the mother of the Beloved Disciple (the 
Christian), Mary is symbolically evocative of Lady Zion 
who, after the biah pangs, brings forth a new people in joy 

97Culpepper. Son of Zebedee, 63. 

98"She mary] is given to the Beloved Disciple, and together they become the 
nucleus of the new community." Cdpepper, Son of Zebedee, 64. 



(John xvi 21; Isa xlix 20-22, liv 1, ixvi 7-11) . . . . Her 
natural son is the fustbom of the dead (COI I 18). the one 
who has the keys of death (Rev 1 18); and those who believe 
in him are born anew in bis image. As his brothers. they 
have her as mother .99 

In keeping with the notion of the importance of family in this scene, Brown 

observes that Mary's adoption of the Beloved Disciple is reminiscent of the scriptural 

references to creationism - the relationship between the two (Mary and the Befoved 

Disciple) has brought forth a new faithful membership which are re-born in the crucified 

Jesus, a membership bound by the cornmandment of love. The Christian church which 

cornes forth from this union bars  Mary as its mother and life force and the Beloved 

Disciple as its leader and head and stands steadfast in its cornmitment to its most primary 

mie - munial love. In forging such a cornrnunity on his 'death bed'. Jesus provides for 

his followers and fuifills scriprure before his death? 

Ulrich Busse ad& an interesting angle of interpretation to this passage. 

Busse's examination of the self-identity of the Johannine cornrnuaity leads him to conclude 

that the Johannine Christians understood themselves through the character of the Beloved 

Disciple who was the embodiment of Jesus' commandment to love. For Busse. the 

Beloved Disciple's acceptance of Mary as his adopted mother exemplifies brotherly 

99Brown, G O S D ~ ,  925-926. 

'"Brown. Gos~el, 925-926. 



love.IO' He contends that even the very words spoken by Jesus to cernent the bond 

between 'mother' and 'son' are reminiscent of bis c o r n d e n t  to love and, in preparing 

his own for theu future without him, Jesus too loves his own to the end. Busse writes, 

The crucified Jesus used well-considered formulas in 
constructing a relationship between his mother and the 
disciple, namely, "Mother there is your son, and to the 
disciple, there is your rnotùer". This choice of words 
immediately rerninds the reader of the command of Jesus to 
love one another in chapter 13 and in the farewell speeches. 
In this way Jesus is finishing his earthiy work of love in 
19: 25-27 as it was anticipateci in 13 : 1. lm 

Busse reminds us that Jesus has not simply enmisteci the care of his mother 

- perhaps his most devoted follower and believer - to just anyone. No, she has been 

given over to the care of the Beloved Disciple, in Busse's understanding the very 

personification of brotherly Iove. In this way one rnay extrapolate to undersrand that the 

Beloved Disciple has k e n  empowered with the leadership of and charged to care for the 

flock of the cmcified Jesus, a commuaity founded on the tenet of Jesus' greatest 

commandment: Iove one another as I have loved you (John 13:34). T h u s  she WaryJ is 

'OL"The Beloved Disciple willingly accepted the responsibility laid on him to care 
for Jesus' mother and could thus be seen as an example of brotherly love." Busse, 'The 
Beloved Disciple." 222. 

'OZBusse, T h e  Beloved Disciple," 223. 



taken up into a new community . . . based on muaial love, as the title Beloved Disciple 

indicates . " 'O3 

A further dimension may be added to this commentary when one considers 

this scene in the context of the stniggle for acceptance played out in the h t  cenhuy C.E. 

between Gentile-Christians and Jewish-Christians. R. Alan Culpepper remarks b a t  "The 

New Testament reflects a struggle among various Christian communities for the right to 

claim that they were authorized by Jesus' farnily."LM Hawkin reminds us that Mary may 

be viewed as the s ymbolic representative of Jewish-Chnstianity , the ' rno ther religion' 

which has given birth to the Christian movement. In embracing Mary and caring for her , 

the Beloved Disciple, as the characterized representation of Johannine Christianity, is seen 

to accept Mary into his home - an especially profound gesture in light of the thesis 

advocated by many scholars that the Johannine followers had broken away from other 

religious groups, in particular mainsueam Judaisrn, a thesis supported by the negative 

characterization of 'the Jews' in the Gospel.lM Further, the Beloved Disciple. as a 

103Busse, "The Beloved Disciple," 223. 

lWCulpepper, Son of Zebedee, 64. 

LosCulpepper, Johannine School, 277. It may be suggested that this expression of 
familial care and brotherly love between (Gentile) JO hannine Cbristianity and Je wish 
Christiaaity may be an implicit desire on the part of the author for reconciliation among 
the Christian churches. In placing the Beloved Disciple in a scene and characterization 
wherein he is charged by Jesus to care for the Jewish mother of Christianity, the author 
may be encouraging his Johannine readership to make peace with their Jewish Christian 
brothers and sisters and lend to them the caring hand outstretched by the Beloved 
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possible symbol of Gentile-Chnstianity, is shown to be a me son of Mary and a full 

mernber of the faith community. Just as the Beloved Disciple must care for Mary in his 

house, so too must the Gentile-Christian Johanaine community care for the Jewish- 

Christian community and welcome hem arnong their own, for both are full and equal 

members of the faithful. As Hawkin writes, "Mary is representative of the woman, the 

woman who is mother of the faithfil, for it is of the faithful that the Beloved Disciple is 

representative. "lM As well, this act of acceptance also "confers on the Beloved Disciple - 

and, by implication, on the Johannine community - the authoriw of s u c c e s ~ i o n . ~ ' ~ ~  

In caring for his own who were to remain behind after his death, Jesus' 

final earthly act has forged a new community with Mary the mother of Jesus and the 

Beloved Disciple at its nu cl eu^.'^ In making the Beloved Disciple his brother and placing 

him at the head of this new community, Jesus establishes a new line of succession and a 

new c h a h  of authority, based not on family ties but based on selection and choice and a 

grant of authority given to the Beloved Disciple by Jesus himself. The Johannine 

community, in identifying itself with the Beloved Disciple - the leader of their community 

Disciple to Mary. 

'06Hawkin, "Beloved Disciple Motif," 144. 

'07Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 64. 

108Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 64. 



- is charged with the authority of Jesus, the founder of the Christian movement. In such 

a way the Johannine Christians are granted the acceptance they seek. 

So she /Mary Magddene] ran and went to Simon Peter and 
the orher disciple, the one whom Jesus loved, und said tu 
them. "They huve taken the Lord o ~ r  of the tomb, and we do 
not know where they have laid him. " Then Peter and the 
other disciple set out und went toward the rumb. me two 
were mnning together, bu? the other disciple outran Peter 
and reached the tomb first. He bent down ro look in and 
saw the linen wrappings Sing rhere. but he did not go in. 
Then Simon Peter came. following him. and went into the 
tomb. He saw the linen wrappings &ing there, and the cloth 
that had been on Jesus' head, not lying with the linen 
wrappings but rolled up in a place by ilserf. men rhe other 
disciple, who reached the tcmb first, also went in. and he 
saw and believed; for as yet they did not understand the 



scripture, that he must rire from the dead Then rhe 
disciples returned ro their homes. 

John 20~2-IO 

The third reference to the Beloved Disciple is located at John 20:2-10 

wherein both Peter and the Beloved Disciple race to the grave site of the Risen lesus. The 

Gospel account indicates it was the Beloved Disciple who fust reached the grave but did 

not enter the tomb. Peter, arriving second, enters the tomb followed by the Beloved 

Disciple who then believes. 

Various scholars have offered opinions as to the significance and 'correct' 

interpretation of this scene. Most, however, contend that the key to understanding this 

passage is found in understanding the relationship between Peter and the Beloved Disciple. 

R. Alan Culpepper's understanding of the significance of this passage 

derives from his placing of this scene in the context of other empty tomb/resurrection 

appearance stories. Culpepper believes that these two stories were onginally two separate 

and distinct traditions in the early church, citing the Gospels of Mark and Matthew as 

indicators of same.lm However, Luke's Gospel connects these two stories by having the 

disciple Peter visit the tomb.l1° The Gospel of John continues a M e r  step: not only does 

'Og"Mark and Matthew suggest that the empty tomb indition and the appearance 
traditions were originaily separate and distinct." Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 67. 

"O" Whereas Matthew includes an appearance to the women at the tomb, Luke 
shows that there was the counter tendency to join the empty tomb and appearance 
traditions by bringing the disciple to the empty tomb." Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 68. 



Peter travel to the empty tomb, but so too does the Beloved Disciple. In adding the 

Beloved Disciple to the story found in the Lukan account the Gospel's author ad& distinct 

Johannine characteristics to the storyllt Culpepper determines that "the result of these 

alterations to the tradition is that the Beloved Disciple becomes the first of the disciples 

to arrive at the empty tomb and the only one to see and belie~e."'~' 

Culpepper defines the stories of Peter visiting the grave site as serving two 

purposes: (1) to link the empg tomb stories with resurrection appearance stories; and (2) 

to demonstrate Peter's authority in the early churchl l3 - his authority as leader of the 

Christians is partly grounded in his having seen for himself the empty tomb of Jesus. 

Thus, in Culpepper's view, the author of the Gospel of John, in altering the Lukan empty 

tomb narratil~e through the addition of the Beloved Disciple. not only adds a distinct 

Johannine elernent to the text (in the figure of the Beloved Disciple) but does much to 

discredit the authority of Peter. Culpepper views the scene as expressing not simply an 

elevation of status for the Beloved Disciple but rather an elevation that supercedes that of 

Peter. The Beloved Disciple, like Peter, is a wimess to the empty tomb. However, uniike 

'" With exception of the final clause, "amazed at what had happened." each 
element of Luke 24: 12 appears in John 20:2- 10. The differences in the Gospel of John 
reveal a distinctive Johannine interest." Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 68. 

' "Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 68. 

' I3Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 68. 



Peter, the Beloved Disciple's wimess causes him to believe, a statement which is not made 

of Peter in the text.l14 AS Culpepper writes, 

The authority of Peter is subordinated to that of the Beloved 
Disciple, who not only beat Peter to the empty tomb but 
then "saw and believed." By implication, Peter saw but did 
not understand the significance of what he saw. The 
Beloved Disciple, therefore, becomes the only figure in the 
New Testament of whom it is said that he believed in the 
resurrection because of what he saw at the empty tomb.'15 

David Hawkin's analysis of this passage agrees with Culpepper's in 

assigning cenirai importance to the relationship between the Beloved Disciple and Peter 

and, as well. in supporting the notion that the figure of the Beloved Disciple serves to 

elevate the status and authority of the Disicple and his followers. However. Hawkin's 

conclusions differ from Culpepper's in a number of respects. 

'"For Culpepper, the silence of the text on the matter of Peter's cal1 to faith at the 
empty tomb is an indication that the experience did not necessarily stir him to believe. or 
at the very least such belief is not recorded in the text. Culpepper. Son of Zebedee, 68. 

"'Culpepper, Son of Zebedee, 68-69. While Culpepper's reading of this passage 
does hold ment, the reading proposed herein is somewhat different. 1 propose that the 
scene at the empty tomb does not in any way discredit the authority of Peter. 1 agree that 
while the statu of the Beloved Disciple is elevated in this passage by being presented 
with the great apostle Peter, 1 believe that the Johannine author does not elevate the 
Disciple's status at the expense of Peter's. Rather, the author presents the Beloved 
Disciple and Peter together as a means of placing them on equal footing. Peter and the 
Beloved Disciple are equal couterparts to this most important of Christian experiences 
for both are wituesses to the resurrection; they are not adversaries to their faith in the 
resurrection of Jesus. 



It must first be noted that Hawkin's analysis is undertaken in a different 

fashion. He does not attempt to place this scene in the context of other empty 

tombl tesurrection appearance stories found in the New Testament. Rather, he examines 

the importance of the scene only in relation to the structure of the Gospel narrative. As 

weii, Hawkin notes that the characters of the Beloved Disciple and Peter are clearly and 

intentionally juxtaposeci. lL6 However, in this juxtaposition Hawkin, unlike Culpepper, sees 

no sense of rivairy between Peter and the Beloved Disciple king expressed in this scene. 

Indeed, both Peter and the Beloved Disciple attend the empty tomb. Although the Beloved 

Disciple outraces Peter to the grave site (an act which some interpret as an implicit 

expression of the Beloved Disciple's superiority over Peter). it is Peter who fust enters 

the tomb to fully view the crypt (a description which others argue defuses or negates any 

aileged expression of superionty in favour of the Beloved Disciple). Culpepper contends 

that the text's description of the Beloved Disciple -- not Peter -- as k ing  the fust to see 

and believe is an assemon of superionty over Peter. Hawkin expresses skepticism on this 

point, instead asserting Rudolf Bultmann's interpretation that the text would have borne 

some indication if Peter had not been moved to faith by this shared expenence. As 

Hawkin quotes of Bultmann, 

Clearly, it is presupposed that Peter before him was likewise 
brought to faith through the sight of the empty grave; for if 
the wnter had meant otherwise, and if the two disciples 

"6Hawkin, "Beloved Disciple Motif," 145. 



were set over against each other with respect to their 
niaredaai, it would have had to be expressly stated that 
Peter did not believe. Il7 

Hawkin's understanding of the relationship between the Beloved Disciple and Peter as 

bearing no sense of rivalry agrees with Schnackenburg's who writes, 

It is possible to distinguish a certain cornpetition between 
the two disciples [Peter and the Beloved Disciple] in 20:2-8: 
21 :7, 20-22, but not to the detriment of Peter and his 
position (cf. 6:68f; 2 1 : 15- 17). The intention is rather to 
give prominence to the other disciple by reinforcing Peter's 
acknow ledged authority and his intimacy and closeness to 
Jesus. I8 

Hawkin's understanding of the significance of the passage also coincides 

with Bultmann's on the point of the relationship between Peter and the Beloved Disciple; 

namely. that while the author of the text has juxtaposed the two disciples. they are not in 

opposition with or rivals to one another. Bultmann's interpretation of Peter as 

representative of Jewish-Christianity and the Beloved Disciple as representative of Gentde- 

Christianify goes M e r  than Hawkin's anaiysis. Hawkin's investigation has led him CO 

'17Hawkin, "Beloved Disciple Motif," 145. Quote taken from Rudolf Bulmiann. 
The Gos~e l  of John, trans. G.R. Beasley-Murray (Philadelphia: Westminster Press. 
1 Wl), 684. 

"8Rudolf Schnackenburg, The Cros el Accordin- to St. John Vol. 3 ,  tram. David 
Smith and GA. Kon (New York: Crossroad Publishing Company, 1982), 30. 
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intemalize the question of meaning and iaterpretation; that is, he a&. in what sense the 

JO hannine readership would derstand the representation of Peter . ' Ilg 

Having fiarned the question of interpretation in this context. Hawkin 

determines that the juxtaposition between Peter and the Beloved Disciple is analogous to 

the juxtaposition between the larger Christian church and the s d e r  Johannine-Christian 

communities. That the text exhibits no real sense of riv- between them assures that 

*each can daim precedence over the other." '" Peter is not slighted in any way by the 

author of the Gospel nanative. Rather, hiF position as a principal figure in the early 

Christian churches is maintahed throughout the text. hdeed. it may have been important 

to the author to emphasize Peter's prominence in early Christianiry, for in establishing the 

Beloved Disciple as an equai of Peter the author elevates the stanis of the Beloved Disciple 

and of the J 0 h a . e  community as a whole. 

Unlike Bultmann, Hawkin does not interpret Peter as king representative 

of Jewish-Christianïty, Rather, his query has led him to suggesr that the figure of Peter 

more accurately represenü the larger Christian community. As he writes. 

It seerns justified to see him m e r ]  wr as a representative 
of Jewish Christianity, but in a wider contexr: he is 
representative of the Gesamthrche. That is. Peter 

"9Hawkin. "Beloved Disciple MotX" 145. 

"'Hawkin, "Beloved Disciple MotZ,.' 145. 



represents the whole Church, while the Beloved Disciple is 
representative of the local Johamiine EinzeIkirche . 

Thus, in equating the figures of the Beloved Disciple and Peter. the author of the Gospel 

equates the faith expenences of the smaller Jobannine community to the larger Christian 

movement. This is especialIy emphasized by his placement of the Beloved Disciple at the 

criticai moments of the Chrisùan expience - at Jesus' final discourse to his chosen band 

of followers, at the Crucifwon and at the Resurrection. Thus, the Beloved Disciple is 

seen to be a confkiant to and revealer of Jesus' intention and a direct witness to the 

monumental events in Christian history . As Culpepper writes. 

The BD [Beloved Disciple] is . . . the authoritative exegete 
of Jesus' teachings and is able to guide the community in 
interpreting them. . . . [He] is present at the crucifixion . . 
- and is the one who perceives . . . the meaning of the 
empty tomb. . . . Moreover. to the extent that the Gospel 
represents the work of the community. the latter must be 
understood to be guided by the BD because he directed the 
cortununity's interpretation of the words and sigm of 
.Jesu. ln 

What does this analysis of the Beloved Disciple motif suggest about the 

followers of the Disciple and the community which grew up around him'? 

I2*Hawkin. "Beloved Disciple Mou." 146. 

' "Cul pepper, JO hannine Schoo!, 266-267. 



d. The Fupction of the Beloved Disclple in the Jo-e Conunu& . . 

It must first be recognized that a circle of followers had gathered around 

this figure known as the Beloved Disciple.'" Both the Gospel of John and the Johannine 

Epistles give reference to a society of believers lying behind these texts and from which 

the writings were apparently produceci (John 21 :24; 2 John: 1, l3  : 3 John 15). 

Through a close reading of the text, especidly chaprer 21 of the Gospel 

narrative, it becornes apparent that this Beloved Disciple held a position of prominence and 

authority within this circle of believers (as inferred from their acceptance of the Disciple's 

testimony). Indeed, many scholars support the idea tbat the Beloved Disciple was a c W y  

the founder of this community.'" Further, it is generally achowledged that the figure of 

the Beloved Disciple does represent or reflect, to varying degrees. the (historical) 

circumstances of the Johannine c ~ m m u n i t y . ~ ~  Thus, as Culpepper explains. -If we can 

I3"In John. the fmt person piural seems to refer to a group or commtmity which 
gathered around the Beloved Disciple (21 24-25):- Culpepper. Anatomv, 27. 

124Raymond E. Brown refers to the Beloved Disciple as the %ero of the 
[Johannine] commiiaity ." Brown ComrnURity, 89. Culpepper advocates. The actual 
founder of the Johannine community is more likely to be found in the figure of the 
Beloved Disciple." Culpepper. Johannine School, 265. 

13David J. Hawkïn notes that through the course of the Gospel of John the author 
clearly intends for his readers to i denw with the Beloved Disciple. Hawkin, '-Beioved 
Disciple Motif,'' 1 50. R. Alan Cdpepper States that 'rtie BD rnay also have been 
regarded as the representative of the community . . . ." Culpepper. Johannine School, 
265. 



perceive more clearly how the Johannine community understood the role of the BD, we 

will be in a much better position to grasp the commUIlj.ty's self-understanding and hence 

to understand more fully the nature of the ~onmiunity.''~~ 

It is apparent this group of believers looked to the Beloved Disciple as an 

authoritative figure (as discussed above) and. in al1 probability, as the leader of their 

community. He was for them an eyewimess to the historical validity of the Christian 

experience and a guarantor and authenticator of theu tradition? He was their 

intermediary and mediator, making known to them the words and actions of Jesus and 

interpreting his signs and symbols so that they might have an accurate and proper 

understanding of their meaning. His witness to Christ's death and resurrection permined 

him the authority to guide the cornmunity's understanding.13 Culpepper takes rhis 

trajectory of thought a step M e r  to suggest that the role of the Beloved Disciple within 

the cornmunity was analogous to that of the Paraclete. 

He [the Beloved Disciple] functioned in the Johannine 
comrnunity precisely as the Gospel's Paraclete sayings 
predict that the Paraclete would function. The Paraclete wül 

'"Culpepper, Johannine School, 265-266. 

*"On this issue of the significance of the Beloved Disciple. R. Alan Culpepper 
writes, %e community regarded the BD as its head in much the same way as ancient 
schools regarded their founders." Culpepper, Johannine School, 265. Further, he states 
that the writer of the Gospel of John "looked upon the BD as the guarantor of his 
traditions . . . ." Culpepper, Johannine School, 266. 



teach the disciples al1 things and remind them of al1 that 
Jesus said (14:26b); the BD has borne witness (19:35: 
21:24) and made known what Jesus said (13:23; l:18).1" 

Culpepper therefore concludes that the Beloved Disciple *functioned as founder of the 

Johannine community, source of its traditions. and authority for its interpretation of the 

traditions. " 130 

Standing Alone: The JohaMine Circle of the Gospel 

To the extent that the Gospel of John is a window to the cornmunity from 

which it was produced, f i e r  implications may be extracted from the text regarding the 

nature of that commmity. That the Johannine circle looked to its leader as the Paraclete 

sent from Jesus (a figure or motif found only in the Johannine narrative) gants a strong 

sense of the uniqueness of this society within the larger Christian congregation. Such 

distinctiveness is seen in the advanced theology and high christology found in the 

Johannine Gospel. Whereas the Synoptics speak of Jesus as the Davidic messiah corne to 

bring saivation, the Gospel of John speaks of Jesus as the revealer, one not h m  this 

world (8:23) but sent from above to reveal the Father's glory (6~38).  

- .  

'"Culpepper, Johannkie School, 267. 

"'Culpepper, Johannine School, 270. 



This distinctiveness has led scholars to suggest the Jobannine circle was an 

isolated community separated both From the larger Christian fold and the mainsneam 

Jewish faith. That this group of Christians found themselves in cooflict with the 

established Jewish leadership is evident in the negative portrayal of 'the Jews' in the 

Gospel of John. Such a portrayal of the Jews as not having recognized Jesus as the Son 

of God is clear even from the opening of the text. 1 : 11 of the prologue states. 'He came 

to what was his own, and his  own people did not accept hirn." This characterization is 

carried through the course of the narrative where the Jewish authorities are shown plotting 

against Jesus, persecuting both him and his f o l l ~ w e r s . ~ ~ ~  It is pnerally accepted among 

scholars that this group had itself ken dismissed from the synagogues by the Jewish 

f a i m .  Three biblical references are typicaiiy cited in support of this hypothesis: 9:22. 

12:42 and 16:2, where each passage d e s  some reference to the confessors of Christ 

being removed From the synagogues for their faith. 13' 

Further evidence of the isolated nature of the community is reflected in the 

group's own self-awareness. Recall, the Beloved Disciple is the representative figure of 

"'For example, John 5 : 16 states. "therefore the Jews started persecuting Jesus. 
because he was doing such things on the sabbath." 7: 13 says that "no one would speak 
openiy about him [Jesus] for fear of the Jews." Furthemore, 922  indicates the Jewish 
leadership had threatened that those who professed faith in Jesus as messiah would be 
excommunicated from the synagogue. 

l"Cu1pepper maintah, "The community found itself in debate with Jews. and its 
members were being excluded £iom the synagogue . . . ." Culpepper, Sohannine School, 
277. 
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the Johannuie circle. It is with him that the community identifies and associates, 

particuiariy in reading the Gospel narrative. As the mediator and interpreter of Jesus, the 

Beloved Disciple (and hence the community) possesses a special relationship with him 

[Jesus]. Only he [the Beloved Disciple] holds the credentials to correctly interpret the 

words of Jesus, an authority heightened by Jesus' sending of the Paraclete to his followers. 

Thus, in identiQing with the Beloved Disciple the comnunity is brought into a close 

relationship with Jesus, a relationship which they believe enables them to more accurately 

identiQ with and understand Jesus.'" As Jesus was rejected by his own (John 1: I l ) ,  so 

too are they rejected by their 'own' (Le.. the Jews). As Jesus was not recognized by 'the 

world' (John 1: 10)' so too are they unrecognized by 'the world'. 

Culpepper advocates that the Gospel of John was written "to suengthen the 

community and clarify its beiiefs, but also to encourage those who were in danger of 

denying . . . the faith and those who were on the verge of confessing . . . . "lx However 

'''On this point Raymond Brown writes. "the Johannine Jesus is a stranger who is 
not understood by his own people and is not even of this world. The Beloved Disciple. 
the hero of the cornmunity, is singled out as the peculiar object of Jesus' love and is the 
only male disciple never to have abandoned Jesus. Implicitly then. the Johannine 
Christians are those who understand Jesus best. for like him they are rejected, persecuted 
and not of this world. Their christology is more profound, and they can be sure that they 
have the truth because they are guided by the Pamclete." Brown Communi'lv, 88. 

'34Culpepper, Johannine School, 278. 
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others, such as Ernst Kisemann and David Hawkin13*, go beyond this and suggest there 

is considerable evidence to place the Gospel of John within the wider context of the debate 

about onhodoxy and heresy in &y Christianity. hdeed, there is merit to the hypothesis 

that the Gospel of John bears an underlying political current of a quest for recognition of 

authority and a search for legitimization by the Johannine community from the larger 

Christian membership. As Hawkin notes (and as discussed above), this is revealed in the 

function of the Beloved Disciple motif in the Gospel narrative. 

It is reasonable to suggest that, given the Johannine society's apparent 

separation from the Jewish community, the circle may aiso have ken separated fiom other 

Christian churches. Certainly the community's higher christology would have 

distinguished it from arnong the Christian congregations. 

With respect to the Beloved Disciple, the placement of this figure at the 

momentous occasions in the ministry of Jesus cements his standing as a witness and 

authoritative interpreter to the Christian faith. The assertion of the Beloved Disciple as 

a true son of Mary enforces the view of the community that they share in a full and equal 

status as members of the Christian foId. However, as members of Christ's flock they look 

to Jesus as their shepherd and to the Beloved Disciple (not Peter) as the one sent to 

I3'Emst Kthernann, "Ketzer und Zeuge. Zum johanneischen Verfasserproblem." 
Zeitschrifi für Theoloeie und Kirche 48 (195 1): 292-3 1 1 ; The Testament of Jesus, trms. 
Gerhard Krodel (London: SCM Press, 1968). See also Hawkin, 'Beloved Disciple 
Motif," 135436. 
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continue his ministry . Nonetheless. they do not diminish the role of Peter as leader of the 

Apostolic Churches. In equating the Beloved Disciple with Peter, the Beloved Disciple 

and hence the Johannine community are granted legitimization and prominence within the 

Christian foId. 

The author of the Gospel of John has crystallized the authority of the 

Disciple as a leader of orthodoxy. Surely no one would question the legitimacy of one so 

closely associated with Jesus and placed on an equal footing with the great apostle Peter? 

The Johannine community, as symbolized and represented in the figure of the Beloved 

Disciple, must therefore be afforded a place within the mainstream Christian tradition. 

As noted above, the Gospel of John is a carefully woven text with a 

particular structure revealing a construction which is well-planwd and precisely ordered. 

This is especiaily evident in the manner with which the author deals with such uniquely 

136Recail, this is not the view of R. Alan Culpepper who sees the elevation of the 
Beloved Disciple at the empty tomb scene of the Gospel of John as coming at the expense 
of Peter. [See discussion earlier in this chapter. See also Culpepper. Son of Zebedee, 
68ff.l Note that while the views presented herein regarding this particular issue are in 
keeping with those of David J. Hawkin, Hawkin's analysis is ultirnately built on the 
presupposition of the priorït~' of the Gospel of John. However, it is argued in this thesis 
that this presupposition is incorrect and that a more miitfid understanding of the 
Johannine community is achieved when the Epistles are placed prior to the Gospel text. 
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Johannine motifs as the Beloved Disciple. Thus, one can Say with some measure of 

certainty that the efforts of the author to legitimate the community for which he stands by 

equating its pre-eminent figure of the Beloved Disciple with the great Christian shepherd 

Peter is by no means accidental or coincidental. Rather. the author has done so with great 

care to make a more subtle statement: the Beloved Disciple stands with equal authority to 

Peter and, therefore, the Iohannine commun@ (as represented by the Beloved Disciple) 

stands with equal authority and legitimacy to the larger Christian movement (as 

represented by Peter). In seeking legitimacy for his membership from the larger Christian 

fold, the Johannine author implicitly expresses a notion that his congregation is not 

immediately recognized by mainsneam Christhity , but is stmggling for the* acceptance. 

thereby carefully inte j e c ~ g  the Johannine community into the wider debate of orthodoxy 

and heresy in early Christianity. In this way, the question of the history of the Johannine 

community takes on many shades of the debate on orthodoxy and heresy in earliest 

ChrisDanity. The question of the origins of earliest Christianity and the blurring of beliefs 

represented in the comînuum between orthodox and heterodox are perhaps best represented 

by and crystallized in the debate between Walter Bauer and H.E. W. Turner. 

The earliest perspectives offered on the development of Christian origins are 

described in the so called 'classical view' of early Chnstianity as set forth by the great 

adherents to the faith, Irenaeus and Eusebius. This classicai view purports that 

Chnstianity originated in a pure state, void of erroneous teachings. The Christian 
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movement began, as it were, as a uniform development from pure doctrine. As only the 

true teachings of Jesus were transrnitted among believers, heresy. by defdtion, was 

derived from orthodoxy . If only 'right thinking' exists, then 'wrong thinking' must be a 

reaction to it rather than presupposing it.ln ThiS classical view of Christian development 

rnay therefore be best understood as evolving in the following manwr: (1) Jesus instructs 

the disciples in the tnie and pure teachings; (2) following Jesus' f i  departure from the 

corporeal realm, his disciples travel among the (known) world spreading the unadulterated 

'good news' of Jesus Chrisr, thereby providing a direct and living link with the actuai 

teachings of Jesus; (3) the death of the disciples severs this bond with the m e  teachings 

of Jesus and various obstacles arise to coumer the spread of the true faith. These 

obstacles, instigated by Satan, encourage followers to a different path which is contrary 

to the accepted teaching. Ultimately, those choosing a heterodox path break from 

rnainstream Christian thinking to become offshoots of the Christian movement; and. (4) 

despite these obstances and heresies, the me, pure teachings of Jesus p r e ~ a i l . ' ~ ~  

Modern scholarship, in reaction to this providential view of history, 

contested the classical view . In his book, Orthudoxv and Heresy in Eariiest Christiani~, 

Walter Bauer denounces the classical theory supporting , instead, a perspective that 

I3'Walter Bauer, Orthodoxy & Heres~ in Earliest Christianin tram. by a team 
fiom the Philadelphia Seminar on Christian Origins; ed. Robert A. Kraft and Gerhard 
Krodel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 197 1), xxiii. 

138Bauer, Orthodoxy and Heresv, xxiii-m. 
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recognized the many divenities of the early Christian congregations and suggesting that 

Christianity, rather than emerging as a uniform religion (a view expressed in the classical 

theory), evolved from differences into unifonnity. 

In a c ~ e p ~ g  a more 'scientifid methodology, Bauer believed that the terms 

'orthodoxy ' and 'heresy ' were inappropriate for use with reference to Christian origins. 

Bauer's examination Ied him to believe that, in many cases, what were origioally minority 

views Iater gained prominence to become beliefs accepted by the majority . Thus. "in 

earliest Christianity, orthodoxy and heresy do not stand in relation to one another as 

prhary to secondary, but in many regions heresy is the original manifestation of 

Chn~tianity."'~~ Further, Bauer suggested that that which came to be accepted as 

'orthodox' was largely due to 'politics' namely through the power and influence of the 

Roman church which could weU afford, in many respects, to assert its favour in support 

of a particular party and idea. 

Bauer recognized that even in the earliest years of the Christian movement 

there were differences within various Christian groups -- simply not ail Christians held 

exactiy the same beliefs. However, as the church developed there was a real attempt to 

become more unified and to develop a singular theology to which it couid profess and 

proclaim. Bauer's evidence in support of this theory was two-fold. Firsr, were the 

(ecumencial) counciis of the early church which were convened to discuss, debate and 

"9Bauer, Orthodoxy & Heresy, xi. 



determine various theological and philosophical questions affecthg the church at that time. 

The second were the scriptural writings themselves which. upon analysis, reflect both a 

desire to address issues of concem and questions that arose in the early congregations as 

well as indicating a lack of unity on the part of the Christian leadership. For example, 

Paul's wriMgs reveal a variety of theological disputes the apostle held with the Christian 

leadership in Jenisalem. Nonetheless, in both circum~tances the evidence, by implication. 

suggests there were disagreements arnong the Christian congregations regarding matters 

of theology and practice which, in tum. supports Bauer's contention that Christianity 

emerged from diversity into unity . 

The position supported by H .E. W. Turner regardhg the orthodoxylheresy 

question is characterized by an atthde which is far more 'middle of the road' than those 

views expressed by either Eusebits or Bauer. Simply put, their arguments are too 

extreme, too delineated and too simplistic for Turner. Christianity , in Turner's view, was 

neither as static as Eusebius suggested, nor as f'luid as Bauer proposed. Rather. it was an 

interaction between these two extremes. As Turner writes, 

The development of Christian theology as a whole . . . may 
be perhaps better interpreted as the interaction of fmed and 
flexible elements, both of which are equaily necessary for 
the determination of Christian truth in the sening of a 
particular age . IJO 

lJOH.E. W. Turner, The Pattern of Christian Tnith (London: Mowbray, 1954). 3 3. 
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Turner suggested that the fixed elements of early Christianity involved a 

core set of fundamental beliefs woven through Chnstianity of what it meant to be 

Christian. what he refers to as "the religious facts themselves. without which there would 

be no grounds for its existence. "''l He refers to 'the relatively full and fixed experimeatal 

* .  

gmsp of what was involved in king a (Xn~tmn"'~' as l a  orandi, an understanding of the 

nature of Christian faith which may have pre-dated the church's attempts to work out in 

a more s y s t e d c  fashion the fwidamental beliefs of the Christian expenence. 

. . 
The flexible elements of Chnsaaniry which Turner recognized included the 

individual characteristics of various theologians and of various cultures who partook of the 

Christian faith, elements which are inninsically bound ro the temporal limiu of t h e  and 

place. Thus, for Turner, while the perspectives of a twentieth cenniry North American 

Christian and a fim century Christian fiom Jenisalem are vasrly different (due to elements 

of Ume, place. culture, history , etc.), their Christian beliefs would &te them rhrough the 

fundamental essence of what it means to be Christian. Turner's position. therefore. 

'argues for a dynamic unie to Chrishanity . ' '" 

'4'Turner, Pattern, 26. 

'"Turner. Pattern, 28. 

143David J. Hawkin, The Johannine World (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1996), 12. 



Thus far. chis thesis has examiaed a Iilrmber of preihhary issues related 

to the question of the chromlogy of the Johannine tem. Ir has been shown rhat the 

Wtings attributed to John bear marks of both similarices ami differeaces. a situation 

which may be bes reconciied hy envisionhg a c o d v  or school of believers Iy iq  

behind the texts and produce this literanue. Further. while the Episties clami to bave 

k e n  penned by the presybtetos and the Gospel amibures its aurhorshp and authority to 

the character of the Beloved Disciple. the historicai idem@ of rhis individual(s) remains 

concretely unhown. Instead of providing a oame to this Beloved Disciple. one cm only 

truly b o w  the importance this person held and the funcrion he!she fulfilled for the 

communiry as a wimess to the key elemems of the Christian movemem. an authemicator 

of the traditions r e m  by the communiry and a rnediator to undersmndhg and 

continuing the ministry of Jesus. 

In many respects. the peculiarities of rhe Johannine lirerature mirror the 

peculiarities of the JohaMiee commUI1ïty - that k y  were a comrnunity of foiiowers of 

Jesus who were somewhat removed from both the larger Christian membershq and the 

Judaic faith of their anceston; that. as a faith membership. rhey identiflied themselves wirh 

the characterizarion of the Beloved Disciple as pomayed in the Gospel narrative: and rhat 



they developed a theology. christology and tradition which divorced them from other 

forms of the Christian faith. 

We have seen that inquines into the history of the Johannine community are 

coloured by the debate on the nanue of Christian origins: Did Chrisuaniry emerge as a 

unified testimony to the pure doctrine iaught by Jesus? Was Chnstianity more largely 

diverse in its origins and later United its beliefs :O form a more uniform doctrine? Or. 

perhaps, were the earliest days of Christianity a melding of these two more extreme ideas 

to be seen as a "dynamic unity"'" embracing both füted and flexible elements of the 

Christian faith? Indeed, the writings of John reveal that the community may serve as a 

rnicrocosm for the pluraiity of ideas which may be found in Christianity's infancy. 

Having addressed these prelimimry questions and armeci with the 

understanding their answers provide. we can now begin to address in a more focuseci 

manner the primary questions of this inqujr: To which set of documents do we ,orant 

chronological prioricy - the Gospel of John or the Johannine Episdes:' And. what 

evidence exists to support the hypothesis of epistolary prioriry within the Johannine 

corpus? 

'UHawkin, Johannine World, 12. 



C W T R R E E  

The Pn'oritp of the EpisCIes 

Suategies of argument, in general. are typically formulated around two 

principals of debate: (1) exhibit the flaws of the opposing position. and (2) assert positive 

evidence in favour of one's own stance. In constructing a case for the chronological 

priority of the Episties of John - the focus of this chapter - rhis thesis shall illuminate the 

weak links in the chah of reason put forth by the general consensus of contemporary 

biblical scholarship and establish in its place another plausible theory of Iohannine 

chronology; namely. that the Epistles of John were written frrst. 

To make a case for epistolary priority one musr examine the evidence and 

recognize that the growing support for the prioriv of the Johiinnine Episties draws upon 

a number of issues plaguing Johannine research, inctuding apparent ep i s to lq  omission 

of such important notions as the expulsion of the Chris- from the Jewish synagopes. 

the absence of a singie quotation from the Gospel of John and a noticeable lack of 

reference to the prominent Johannine motif of the Beloved Disciple. Funher. the primieve 

nature of various epistolary passages. coupleci with a rather unsophis ticated theological 

oudook (in cornparison to that presented in the Gospel of John), give rise to concerns 
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about the accepteci trajectory of development in Johannine theology. The chronologicai 

placement of the Johannine Epistles before the Gospel of John establishes a trajectory of 

thought which, as we shall see, appears to be a more natuml progression, thereby helping 

to propel the endeavour to establish the prionty of the Epistles of John from the realm of 

possibility into the sphere of probability. 

a. The Joh 

One of the more striking characterizations which have been made of the 

Johannine Epistles is that they are 'primitive'; in panicular, that various epistolary 

passages are less sophisticated and less developed than their Gospel counterparts. In 

examining these texts, scholars have tended to focus their attention and efforts on the 

prologues of these two documents (a literary structure common to both the Gospel and 

Fint Epistle of John) and have been especially curious as to the nature of the prologue of 

1 John and how it compares with its counterpart in the Johannine Gospel. 

The epistolary prologue of 1 John reads as foilows: 



We declare to you what was from the beginning, what we 
have heard. whm we have seen with our eyes, whot we have 
looked at and tuuched with our h&, concerning the word 
of life - this Iife was reveuled, a d  we have seen it urui 
teshfy to it, and declare to you the e t e d  life that war with 
the F&r and was revealed to us - we declare to you tvhat 
we have seen and heard so that you a h  nu~y have 
fellowship with us,- and tmlj our fellowship is with the 
Faher and with his Son Jesus Christ. We are ivriting these 
things so tha our joy may be complete. 

I John 1:1-4 

The pervading tangibility of the Epistle's prologue is perhaps its most 

noteworthy feature. From its outset it strongly appeals to the human faculties; the 

epistolary author speaks of testirnony which has k e n  heard, seen and touched. The author 

especially ernphasizes and embellishes the senses of sight and touch: -what we have seen 

with our eyes . . . and touched with our han& . . ." (1 John 1 : 1). The sense of touch is 

said to be the snongest of human sensory perceptions and both sight and touch are arnong 

the most concrete means of proving to oneself and to others that something is reai. There 

is no question on the part of the epistolary author that hislher membership has seen and 

touched Jesus ('the word of life"). The author writes that " this life [Jesus] was revealed, 

and we have seen it and tes- to it . . ." (I John 1:2). Whether or not the author 
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physically saw Jesus is questionable (given that none of the New Testament writings are 

presently dated to the time of Jesus). The 'sight' of the revealed Jesus to which the author 

refers may be that of an ecstatic religious experience or a manifestation of the revealed 

Jesus in the words and actions of his disciples and Christian elders of the early church. 

Perhaps most likely, however. is the possibility that the author, in citing a communal 

experience ("we have seen i f ) ,  is merely referring to the tradition of the membership and 

the eyewitness accounts which may comprise its source. Nonetheless. die effect of the 

author's words remains the same: in claiming to have seen, heard and touched "the word 

of life", the author makes Jesus very real. The reader does not discern Jesus in an 

intangible manwr; rather, the author has created a perception of Jesus which may be 

experienced in a concrete, almost tactile, way . As Charles Talbert writes, *That the word 

of life was seen and touched guarantees that it is a person. w1J5 

This pervading tangibility does not limit itself to mere mentions of the 

human faculties but permeates the entire setting of the prologue. Indeed, the author's 

references to the senses do much to carry this perception of tangibility. At no point is the 

reader distracted from the concreteness of the prologue. Even when speaking of such 

mystical and elusive themes as revelation and etenial life, the author repeatedly r e m  the 

reader to a solid footing. For example, the author states that Jesus, the word of Me, Awas 

reveaied" and immediately folIows with a statement of affirmation, 'we have seen it and 

14STaIbert, Reading J o b  15. 
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testie to it" (1 John 1:2), that b ~ g s  the reader back from the mystical to the concrete. 

This more tangible and 'earthly' setting is quite diserent fiom the prologue of the 

Johannine Gospel, firmy grounding both the epistolary prologue and the Epistle as a 

totaiity in the corporeal reah. 

In contrast to the epistolary prologue is the prologue found in the Gospel 

of John. It should be noted that, for the purposes of this examination. the verses contained 

in the prefatory unit of the Iohannine Gospel (W. 1- 18) which make reference to John the 

Baptist (Le., W. 6-9, 15) have been excluded fiom this discussion. Scholarly opinion is 

divided on the relative value of these verses. The general consensus among biblical 

scholars is that verses 1 to 18 comprise a particular Iiterary unit within the Gospel 

narrative. Most scholars recognize, however, that the form of the prologue rnay belong 

to an earlier hymn or Song (sometimes referred to as the 'logos hymn') which the author 

included in the narrative, perhaps to inaoduce the Gospel and set the stage for the drama 

that is to unfold. 

In his commentary on the Johannine Gospel, Rudolf Schnackenburg outlines 

the principal reasons cited in support of the theory of the logos hymn. These include the 

use of particular "terminoiogy and concepts" unique to the prologue: interruptions and 

"sudden switches" in the flow of ideas and structure of the unit; a particular rhythm behg 

exhibited in the prologue; and, finally, that an examination of the style ernployed by the 

author in this unit reveals "in severai verses or portions of verses the absence of typical 
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criteria of Johannine style. and their frequent presence elsewhere [in the Gospel 

narrative]. "" Schnackenburg concludes the most reasonable amwer by which to explain 

these discrepancies between the prologue and the remainder of the Gospel narraave is to 

suggest that ''the evangelist took up a hymn whose theology and outiook was close to his 

own, and made this poem, once an independent entity, the opening of his Gospel." '" 
Further, while some scholars continue to include the verses r e i a ~ g  to John 

the Baptist in their discussions of the prologue, 1 have chosen to exclude these verses as 

they appear to offer no constructive insight into the particular question at hand (namely, 

the relationship between the prologues of the Gospel and First Epistle of John). The 

inclusion of these verses in the prologue intempts the flow and continuum of the hymn 

and appears to most appropriately correspond with the verses immediately following the 

prefatory unit (i-e., W. 19-36) which discuss John the Baptisr and his ministry. Thus, 

verses 6-9 and 15 of John 1: 1-18 have been excluded from this examination of the 

Gospel's prologue. In so doing, it is hoped an effort has been made not only to narrow 

the focus of this particular discussion and question but, also, to make some small step in 

seeking the original logos hymn of the Johannine cornmunity . 

The Gospel prologue which is employed in this discussion reads as follows: 

1J6Schnackenburg, Gospel Accordine to St. John, 225-226. 

'"'Schnackenburg, Gospel Accordine to St. John, 226. 



In the beginning WQS the Word, and the Word was with God, 
and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God. 
Ail things came imo being through him, and without him not 
one thing came into being. What h a  corne inro being in 
hirn was ire, am2 rhe life was the iight of ail people. nie 
iight shines in rhe dàrkness, and the darkness did no? 
overcome it. . . . He was in the world, and the world came 
into being through him; yet the world did not know him. He 
came to whar was his own, and his own people did not 
accept him. But to ail who received him, who beiieved in 
his name, he gave power to become children of God, who 
were born, not of blood or of the will of the flesh or of rhe 
will of man, bur of God. And the Word became fiesh and 
iived among us. and we have seen his glory, the gfory as of 
a falher's on& son, full of grace and tnith. . . . From his 
fullness we have ail received, grue upon grace. The l m  
indeed was given through Moses; grace and truth came 



rhrough Jesus Christ. No one has mer seen Gw! It is God 
the on& Son. who is close fo the Farher 's hean, who has 
made him knavn. 

John I :  I-5, 10-14, 1618 

The prologue of the Gospel of John has a remarkably different tone and 

setting from that of the Epistles. Whereas the epistolary prologue may be described as 

'tangible' or 'earthly ' , the Gospel prologue is most decidedly cosmic. Indeed, the cosmic 

setting of the prologue may be said to be the hallmark of this prologue and one of the 

distinguishing features of the narrative. Rudoif Bultmann understands that the prologue 

of the Gospel narrative is not a typicd introductory unit which one would expect would 

indicate what is to follow in the narrative and be inaicately linked to the forthcoming 

story. instead, the preface is silent on these points and stands aione as a unit unto itself. 

Yet, as Bultmann writes, it remaius an important inaoductory element to the Gospel 'in 

the sense of king an ovemre. ieading the reader out of the commonplace into a new and 

strange world of souncis and figures, and singling out particular motifs from the action that 

is now to be u n f ~ l d e d . " ~ ~ ~  Thus, from its outset the reader is transported from the 

corporeai reaim into the cosmos of creation. Further indications of the cosmic nature of 

the Gospel prologue rnay be found in the references to 'the beginning". While both the 

Epistle and Gospel prologues harken back to 'the beginning", this reference in the Epistle 

appears to aiiude to the beginning of Jesus' ministry, whereas in the Gospel the phrase is 

1 4 S B u l t m ~  Gospel of John, 13. 
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clearly pointhg not to a temporal sphere but to the more abstract and eternal sphere of the 

beginning of creation. 

The intangibility of the Gospel prologue is also evident in the sparse 

references to the human semes. The prologue of 1 John contains many references to the 

human faculties, references which ground the prologue unit in the corporeal realm. ui the 

Gospel's preface, however. allusions to the human senses are limited and, indeed. quite 

rare, numbering oniy two for the entire unit. The kst reference, John 1 : 14, s tates, 'and 

we have seen his glory*. This reference to sight is eclipsed by the word 'glory' which 

f o m  the nucleus and emphasis of this phrase. in aiiuding to Jesus, this reference to sight 

does not convey to the reader an image of having seen an earthly Jesus, but rather. of 

having borne witness to a divine Jesus on earth. It is not the 'seeing' in this passage which 

is most important but the 'glory'. SUnilarly with the second mention to the human 

facuities found in the Gospel preface, John 1 : 18, which again cites the sense of sight, 'No 

one has ever seen God. ' It is not the sense of sight which is given prominence in this 

sentence. Indeed, it is the negative intonation of this verse - that no one [human] has ever 

seen God -- which serves to heighten the cosmic efféct of the prologue and remind the 

reader of the distinction between God and humans, between the cosmic and corporeal 

reaims. This unworldly effect is further eniphasized by the references to the 'cosmic binh' 

of the chiIdren of God. The allusions in the prologue to the corporeal act of giving birth 

are not conveyed in a human or corporeal connotation. That is to Say, when the prologue 
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speaks of the birth of the children of Gd, it emphatically states such believers are not 

brought forth through human or corporeal means but through the divine. 'But to d l  who 

received him. who believed in his name, he gave power to become children of God, who 

were born, no? of blood. or of the will of theflesh or of the will of man. bur of Gos" (John 

1 : 12- 13). This 'cosmic birth' . with its removal of human procreation from the children 

of God and its insistence upon divine procreation for believers. strongly enhances the 

ethered quality of the Gospel prologue. 

The tone of the Gospel prologue reveals darker connotations and tensions 

which are not evident in 1 John. The epistolary preface holds a more inviting tone. 

appealing to readers to believe the testimony being offered and join in their fellowship. 

However, in the Gospel prologue there is a detectable tension between the dualistic images 

of light and darkness. This is most cleariy expresseci in John 1 5. *The light shines in the 

darkness. and the darkness did not overcorne il. " These tensions are again evident in 

verses 10- 13 of the prefatory unit, particularly verse 1 1 discussing Jesus' rejection by 'his 

own' . The dualism of rejection and acceptance - rejection by those ro whom Jesus came 

and acceptance by his believers - reinforces the tensions earlier exhibited in the prologue. 

In ail. the Gospel prologue may be descnbed as king more dramatic. more 

abstract and more unworldly. Placed side-by-side, the two prologues present very 

different pictllres. despite their common literary structure. The Gospel preface is cosmic 

and ethereal, whüe the epistolary prologue is concrete and tangible; the narrative's 
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prefatory unit is ciramatic and theocentric. p r e s e n ~ g  the glorification and divinity of 

Jesus, whereas the prologue to 1 John is direct and simple with slightly less emphasis on 

the divinity of Jesus and providing a better sense of the earthly nature of Jesus. 

R d l i n g  the discussion above of the possible existence of a logos hymn in 

the Johamiine tradition, Raymond Brown concurs in writing that *the GJohn Prologue is 

a hymn that once cirnilated independentiy [of the Gospel] and thus anredated the 

evangelist's appropriation of it to preface G J o ~ ~ . " ~ ~  With this in mind Brown cautions 

that chronologicaily ordering these texts based solely on their prologues becomes quite 

tenuous. While this may be mie to the extent that an oral tradition lying behind the hymn 

complicates a relative dating process, in and of itself it does not make the priorisr of the 

Johannine Epistles any less possible. Indeed, if an oral tradition of the Gospel 

prologue/logos hymn were in existence pnor to the final writing of the Gospel of John. 

ir may very well be rhat this hymn was less sophisticated tban that recorded in the Gospel 

text . 

Given that a reasonabie trajectory of development exisn in moving from the 

reah of tangible and concrete to abstract and ethereal, it may be that the more tangible 

and 'earthly' epistolary prologue was a primitive fom of the prologue/logos hymn of the 

Gospel of John. At the very least one may fathom that the epistolary prologue is a 'hymn' 

'49Brown, Epistles, 33, Footnote 80. 



or statement of dedaration and affirmation in Jesus which represents an earlier Johannine 

theolog than that represented in the more cosmic Gospel prologue. 

Other comments on the name of the Johannine prologues appear to Iend 

Npport for the prioricy of the Epistles. On the nature of the epistotary prologue Raymond 

Brown writes: 

1 suggesr that it [the prologue of I John] is a reinrerpretation 
of the GJohn Prologue, done in order to refute adversaries 
who are distorting the meaning of the GJohn Prologue. in 
that way the Prologue is an essential part of 1 John. written 
to refute the same adversaries who are distorting the 
meaning of the Johamine tradition as a whole. lSO 

Recall. Brown accepts the prernise that the Gospel was wriaen before the Episties. 

Indeed, Brown believes thar the author of the Episties knew of some wrirten form of the 

Johannine Gospel. lSL Further. as this quote srates. Brown believes that the epistolary 

prologue is more than an inaoductory unit to the Johannine lerter. Rather. he accepts it 

to be a deliberate means by which the epistolary author reinterpets rhe prologue of the 

Gospel so as to refute the daims king made by the secessionisrs and emphasize the m e  

meaning of the Gospel passage. 

asserting the mie meaning of the 

The author of the Epistles. accorda to Brown. is 

Johannine tradition, 

this point Brown writes. "although 1 couid be content in showkg that the 
author of 1 John knew the kind of tradition contained in GJohn, I think it more likely that 
he knew some form of GJohn itself, even if he wote before the final redaction of GJohn." 
Brown. E~istles, 86. 



Brown hirther writes of the sirnilarity between the two prefatory unirs. 

Precisely because there is so much sirniIarity between the 
two Prologues, the ciifferences are ai i  the more startling. It 
is hardiy conceivable that the auihor who wrote the GJohn 
Prologue with its careful staircase parallelism and clear line 
of thought would later mite the more awkward 1 John 
Prologue. '" 

Such a comment curiously appears, on the surface, to connadict Brown's own view that 

the Gospel narrative was written prior to the epistolary Ietters. However. Brown's point 

here is not related to the chronological ordering of the Johannine literature. but relates to 

his focus on the relationship between the two prologues. Brown asserts that the 

remarkable similarities between the two unifs highlight thek differences which he explains 

by attributhg the of the prologues to two different authors. He suggests that the 

epistolary author counters the attafks of his opponents and their possible (&)use of the 

Gospel prologue by reinterpreting the unit and stressing the andetical points raised by 

the opponents. Thus, the 'awkwardness of the 1 John Prologue . . - stems from an arrempt 

to give familiar wording a different emphasis .' lS3 

InteresBngly , taken at face value. Brown's comment may be interpreted to 

convey an entirely different meaning dian that which he defines. for without Brown3 
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explmation of same. his comment appean to champion the cause of epistolary priority.'" 

And indeed this quote does much to forward this cause. Brown's characterization of the 

Iiterary style of the epistolary prologue as 'awkward' is most accurate in cornparison to 

the more eloquent introduction of the Gospel (though rhis . too. is not without irs obstacles. 

as evidenced in the verses relating to John the Baptist which intempt the flow of the 

Gospel prologue). It is difficuit to believe that a comunity whose thought was expresseci 

with such precision, which uses such vivid dualistic imagery and which is. for the most 

part, of such an advanced nature wouid later regress to envision its beliefs and depict them 

with the more stark, concrete phrasing and imagery of the epistolary prologue. This 

contravenes the more natural route of development to rnove toward progess and make 

advancements in a pro-active rnamier. Having attained such a sophisucated level of 

intellecnial and philosophical understanding of Christim theology, to retreat to a more 

basic formula of thought appean extraordhary. 

15"In a footnote Brown &tes, --the thesis was defended that I John k v a s  witten 
after GJoha and 1 see no reason to exempt the Prologues fiom this sequence (aithou& 1 
acknowledge that, as a hymn. the GJohn Prologue once traveled separately in the 
tradition from the rest of GJohn)." Brown. Epistles, 180. Foomote 13. 



A further epistolary charactensàc o h  cited in favour of the priority of the 

Johannine Epistles are the distinct and rather strong elements of Judaism evident in these 

texts. elements which are not necessarily found in other texts of the Joh;uinine corpus- 

In his article. The  Destination and Purpose of the Johanninrt Epistlesn . 

J.A.T. Robinson cites much evidence of the Jewish flavour of die Epistles. a r g u e  chat 

these documents are intendeci to combat 'a wposticiting movemem within Greek-speakiq 

Diaspora Judaism"" and that the tone and amiosphere of the Episdes exhibit a -Jewish 

- "6 Indeed. Robinson builds on the work of C.H. Dodd who sought to 

discriminate berween the Gospel and Episrles by hi~hlighting their differences. in 

discwing the divergent theologies of the two writiqs. Dodd declares rhar -the [Firn 

Johannine] Episde represenrs a rheological outlook nearer than that of the Gospel to 

primitive, or popular. Chri~tiiLILity.''~ Robinson. however. reinterprets Doddos work to 

f a  more reasonably imo the category of Judaism than early Chrisrianity. He writes. -the 

"'J.A.T. Robinson "The Destination and Purpose of the Johannine Epistles." in 
Twelve New Testament Studies (London: SCM Press Ltd.. 1963). 1 38. 

i56Robinson "Destination and Purpose." 137. 

157C.H. Dodd The Johannine Epistles (London: Hodder & Stroughton Ltd.. 1946). 
liii. 



ciifferences in doctrinal expression which Dr. C.H. Dodd seizes on . . . are al1 on the side 

of giving the Epistles more rather than less of a Jewish ring?' 

Robinson's assertion that Dodd's evidence may more acnirately be 

pinpointeci in the Judaism of the period is. in fact, a naturai deduction given the extensive 

overlap between the two sysrems of belief during Christianity 's infancy . Thus. whereas 

Dodd hoids the Epistles to exhibit an unsophisticated form of Christian e~cbatology'~~. 

Robinson understands this eschatology to be 'more apocaiyptic - and ipso facro more 

Jewish" la. employing such apocalyptic JewÛh terms as ' parousia' and 'anticbrist ' : whiie 

Dodd believes the epistolary teachings of Christ's death as king of an atoning nanue 

'scarcely go beyond the tenns of the primitive apostolic Prea~hing" '~~.  Robinson views 

diese same teachings to be "formuiated . . . much more explicidy in tenns of the Jewish 

sacrificial system* le; and, finally, whereas Dodd States that the more primitive epistolary 

I5'Ro binson "Destination and Purpose." 1 32. 

'59Dodd Johannine Epistles, liii. 

ImRobinson. "Destination and Purpose." 1 32. 

I6'Dodd.. Johannine Epinles. liv. 

leRobinson, "Destination and Purpose," 132. On this point Robinson wites. 
"Phrases like 'The blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from ail sin' (1 John 1.7). -We have 
an advocate with the Father. Jesus Chria the righteous. and he is the expiation for our 
sins' (7.1 f), and 'God sent his Son to be the expiation for our sinsg (4.1 O), are dl more 
distinctively Jewish than the dominant soteriology of the Gospels, of the Son of man who 
descends in order to be lifted up and draw ail men to himself." Robinson. "Destination 
and Purpose," 13 2. 
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understanding of the Spirit "remains within the lirnits of primitive or popular belief"'63. 

Robinson declares them to * stand nearer to Judaism. " 164 

But Robinson does not rest his argument solely on fine-runing Dodd's 

earlier observations. Indeed, he offers much evidence of his own. Robinson concedes the 

First Epistie of John does not contain a single quotation from the Hebrew Bible, a fact 

which distinguishes it "not only from al1 the other writings in the New Testament but from 

the fourth Gospel itself. " However, he does not corne to the same conclusion as other 

scholars that the epistolary author and his audience were disengaged from the Old 

Testament and its traditions. Rather, he focuses on the allusion to the Old Testament story 

of Cain and Abel at 1 John 3: 12, a brief mention which assists Robinson's argument that 

the intended audience was of Jewish background. As he writes. -0nly a cornmunity 

grounded in the Old Testament would take such a reference. " IM 

Funher, Robinson observes a strong familiarity with Jewish &categoriesW 

and moral codes, additional evidence in favour of the Jewish background of the intended 

audience. He notes in particular that the grounds on which the epistolary opponents are 

challenged and condemned are al1 of a Jewish nature and that the "[moral] saictures 

' 63Dodd, Johannine Epistles, liv. 

'*Robinson. "Destination and Purpose." 1 3 2. 

'"Robinson, "Destination and Purpose," 1 3 0. 

166Robinson, "Destination and Purpose," 1 3 1 .  
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passed presuppose that the readers acknowledge Jewish standards. " As well , Robinson 

holds that the glaring omission of a (direct) reference to the Gentiles in 1 John is signifiant 

in that it spotlights that, at the t h e  of w r i ~ g ,  the Gentiles did not hold 'any place or 

promise within the Church. " la 

Other authors have also remarked on the Jewish nature of the Johannine 

Epistles . Schnackenburg ' s commentary , for example, has assessed that the Jewish 

influences on the Epistles appear to center on the areas of language and theology. On the 

aspect of language Schnackenburg writes, 'Many terms and phrases can be understood 

only in the rnouth of a Jew farniliar with the Old Testament and in touch with r a t h i c  

thought. " w  Indeed such firm comments may also be made of the intluence of Judaism on 

the thought and theology of the Epistles of John. Schnackenburg, too. recognizes that the 

terminology and ideas found in the text are of a peculiar Jewish origin. Although 

Christian theology has advanced many of these ideas (for example, with respect to the 

Christian notion of the antichrist), their Jewish roots remain obvious . As Schnackenburg 

writes, "the acceptance and continuation of these ideas from Judaism is taken for granted. 

- - 

167Robinson. "Destination and Purpose." 13 1. 

168Robinson, "Destination and Purpose," 132. 

'6gSchnackenburg, Johannine E~istler 26-27. 
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There is no attempt to hide their Jewish origin. thus suggesting an author who had been 

at home in a Jewish milieu from the cradIe. " ''O 

The strong ties between Christians and Jews speak of the early days of the 

Christian movement when the followers of Jesus did not necessariiy think of themselves 

as a group or faith movement distinct from Judaisrn. Indeed, in proclaiming Jesus to be 

the messiah, these early Christians believed thernselves to be merely fulNing theû Jewish 

beliefs. It is in these earliest days of the Christian movement that we fmd much 

interaction between Christians and Jews and much Muence fiom Judaism on Christian 

thought. The strong Jewish elements evident in the Epistles are testirnony to their early 

writhg. Indeed, the animosity with which the Gospel of John speaks of 'the Jews' is 

m e r  evidence of its later (relative) chronology. In placing the Epistles of John closer 

to the world of Judaism. we date them earlier than the Gospel text. 

The Judaic motifs evident in the Johannine Epistles are not simply reflective 

of the terminology, theology and morality of mainstream Judaism during the early years 

of the Christian movement. Just as the umbrella of Chr;stianity embraced many individual 

chuches of singular dispositions teswing to a basic common faith (namely, in the person 

'70Schnackenburg, Johannine Epistles, 27. 



and teachings of Jesus), so too did the Judaism of the period include a number of streams 

of understanding and practice. Of interest to this study are the writings found at Qumran 

of a particular group of Jews (largely believed to have been the Essenesi7') whose thought 

and theology may share linkages with the writings of the Johannine community. 

Since their discovery at Qumran in 1947, the so-called 'Dead Sea' Scrolls 

have spurred much controverçy and fascinated acadernics and lay people alike. The 

seemingly enigmatic aura surrounding the Scrolls - beginning with their adventure-filled 

introduction to the twentieth century - has sparked the imagination of the general public 

and captureci the interest of biblical scholars keen to explore the riches of the Qumran fmd. 

However, the glimmer of insight which these texts illuminate is tarnished by a number of 

scholariy controversies which have spilled-over into the public arena. The monopolistic 

manner and secrecy by which the official editing team assigned to the Scrolls has 

conducted its work and the considerable thne it has taken to have their work published has 

'''On this point Frank Moore Cross writes, "The scholar who would "exercise 
caution" in identifiing the sect of Qumran with the Essenes places himself in an 
astonishing position: He must suggest seriousiy that two major parties formed 
commundistic religious communities in the sarne district of the desert of the Dead Sea 
and lived together in effect for two centuries, holding simila. bizarre views. performing 
similar or rather identical lustrations, ritual meals, and ceremonies. He must suppose that 
one. carefully described by classicai authors, disappeared wiîhout leaving building 
remains or even potsherd behhd; the other, systernatically ignored by the classical 
sources, lefi extensive ruins, and indeed a great library. 1 prefer to be reckless and flatly 
identi* the men of Qumran with their perenuial house guests, the Essenes." Frank 
Moore Cross, "The Historicai Context of the Scrolls," in un der stand in^ the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, ed. Hershel Shanks (New York: Random House, 1992), 25. 



heightened public suspicion that the Scrolls may hold information deaimental to 

Christianity and Judaism. While such misperceptions and those who propogate them have 

b e n  taken to task. the image of the Scrolls as possibly undermining the uniqueness of the 

Christian faith has remained. Indeed, the current dating of the Scrolls to between 

(approximately) 250 B.C.E. and 68 C.E. places it in the t h e  frame of the events of the 

New Testament - the life and times of Jesus, John the Baptist, Paul and Second Temple 

Judaism -- and provides perhaps its greatest value: the Scrolls are quite rare in being 

Hebrew and Aramaic texts salvaged fiom this historicai period. As James C. Vanderkam 

We must appreciate the insights provided by the Qumran 
literature in light of the paucity of any other Hebrew or 
Aramaic literature contemporary with the beginnings of 
Christianity . The books of the Hebrew Bible are, in almost 
ail cases, considerably earlier. The vast corpus of rabbinic 
texts was written centuries later. Before the Qumran 
discoveries, most of the f~st-century comparative material 
for studying early Chnstianity came from Greek and Latin 
sources. The sudden availablility of an entire library of 
Hebrew and Aramaic texts dating from approximately the 
time of the New Testament events has naturally, and 
rightfully, captured the attention of New Testament 
scholars. lZ 

Indeed, there are many points of contact between the community of Qumran 

and early Christianity . The most signincant of these is that both were branches of Jewish 

lzJames C. Vanderkam, "The Dead Sea Scrolls and Christianity," in 
Understanding the Dead Sea Scroils, ed. Hershel Shanks (New York: Random ffouse, 
1 WZ), 185- 186. 
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roots which embraced an apocalyptic eschatology that looked forward to the imminent 

dawning of a new messianic age. Investigation into the Dead Sea Scrolls provides insi@ 

into the Jewish milieu and atmosphere in which Jesus was a contemporary and from which 

the Christian movernent was born. 

Possible linkages with the Johannine community and with Jobannine thought 

stem from this shared Judaic background. Indeed, the Johannine and Qumranic 

communities share a number of common characteristics. First, both cotnmunities viewed 

themselves as king distinct €rom the world. Second. the tex6 which these communiaes 

produced reflect a development of thought and theology, thereby indicaùng both groups 

may have had a long history. Third, in theû texts, neither the Qumran covenanters nor 

the Johannine foilowers refer to their leaderslfounders by their personal names but by their 

titles: the Ieader/founder of the Qumran comrnunity is known as the Teacher of 

Righteousness and the Johannine leadedfounder is known as the Beloved Disciple? 

While it is most likely the historical identities of these individuals were known to their 

memberships, the titles by which they were known reveal the leaders took on specific 

impomce and sigrilficance for their foilowers. The leaders' titles reveal they were seen 

to embody the particula. values and beliefs to which the memberships of the cornmunities 

'"While some have argued these figures are not historical persons. most scholars 
agree they are historical persons whose role among their memberships took on a symbolic 
reverence and significance. See the discussion of the role of the Beloved Disciple in the 
preceding chapter. 
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adhered and testified. Fourth, both the Qumran covenanters and the Johannine followers 

expressed their paaicular theology in ierms of dualism, often using sunilar images and 

terminology. James CharIesworth defines 'dualism' as 'a pattern of thought, an antithesis, 

which is bifurcated into two mutually exclusive categories (e.g. two spirits or two worlds), 

each of which is qualified by a set of properties and ethical characteristics which are 

contrary to those under the other antithetic category (e-g. light and good versus darkness 

and evil)." The Qumran and Johannine literature are both reflective of this mode of 

thought. Fifth, both the Qumran and Johannine communities looked forward to the 

imminent end of the world. Both cornmunities appear to have possessed a strong 

apocalyptic strain in their theologies. The Essenes. the cornmunity largely believed to 

have occupied the Qumran site and to have produced the library of texts found there. went 

out into the desen to await the coming of the messiah. The Johannine community, in 

similar fashion, awaited the imminent retum of its messiah, Jesus. 

Much scholarly effort has been expended in investigating a possible 

relationship(s) between early Christianity and the Qumranic movement of Judaism. 

Scholars have attempted to forge linkages between early Christians and the followers at 

Qumran as well as, more precisely , possible connections between the Johannine and 

'"James H. Charlesworth, "A Critical Cornparison of the Dualism in 1 QS 3 : 1 3- 
426  and the 'Dualism' Contained in the Gospel of John," in John and the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, ed. James H. Charlesworth (New York: Crossroad Publishing Company. 199 l),  
76, Footnote 1. 
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Qumranic communities and the writings which they produced. One strong Iinkage which 

scholars have detected is that the Johannine Epistles exhibit -close parallels in terminolo~ 

to the Dead Sea Scrolls. "'" Indeed, the phrases and images ernployed in the separate texts 

are quite similar. revealing that many peculiar Johannine phrases were not quite so 

peculiar in the historical circumstances of their time. As James H. Charlesworth remarks. 

*Many ternis once seen as unique to John, and other Christian Iiterature. were discovered 

in the Dead Sea S~rolls . ' '~~ The close contacts and parallels in terminolog are most 

obvious in the dualistic imagery and thought used by the two groups. The dualistic 

imager- of the Johannine literanire, both the Gospel and Epistles, is one of the more 

distinguishing characteristics of these texts, and so too it is with the Qumran scrolls. 

Given the various points of contact between the Johannine and Quznranic 

commmities. as especiaily reflected in the tem which they produced. it seems reasonable 

to suggest that these linkages represent an earlier rather than later era in the Johannine 

cornmunity's history. Recdiing that the removal of the Christians from the synagogues 

(to be discussed in the next section of thk thesis) marked a severing of ties between 

Judaism and Christianity and a rnovement toward the propagation of the Christian faith 

mong the Gentiles, one can assert that the ties evident between the more peripheral 

'76James H. Charlesworth. ed.. John and the Dead Sea Scrolls, with a Foreword 
by James H. Charlesworth (New York: Crossroad Publishing Company. 1 99 1 ). xiii. 
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Jewish group of the Essenes and the Johannine Christians reflect au earlier period in the 

community's history when JeMsh influences upon Christi- were more weicomed.'- 

As the Johannine Episties bear stronger evidence of coutact with the Scrok (as remarked 

above in the observation of the "close paraileis tenniwlogy- between the Scrok and 

Epistles), one may suggest an earlier comparative dating for the Epistles with respect to 

the Gospel text. 

. . 
a. The Expulsion of the Chnstians 

One of the more imeresting observations which may be made of rhe 

Iohannine Epistles is their apparent omission of references to various imporüuu evenrs. 

texts and uniquely Johannine characters and motifs. For example. the Epistles do nor 

make reference to the expulsion of che Christians from the synagogues. a key evenr in the 

early history of Chnstianity and irs development as an individual fairh movement. 

UntiI approximately the end of the fmt cenairy C.E.. fmt generation 

Chrisrians (a tem which was not yet applied to hem) principally practked their new faith 

amongst the Jews. praying and wonhipping in rhe Temple and synagogues. Lndeed. the 

InBrowa Epistles. 34. 
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first foliowers of Jesus - and Jesus himseff - were Jews who did not abandon the faith of 

their ancestry but who continued as practicising Jews, though with one simficant 

difference: whereas the Jews s t i l l  awaited the coming of their messiah. the followers of 

Jesus prociaimed him to be the messiah sent from G d  for their redemption. For many 

years, there were few extemai means by which to disthguish Jews and Jewish-Christians. 

As Robert A. Spivey and D. Moody Smith explain, They [the earliest Christians] 

belonged to a new religious movement that was conscious of its Jewish origins, that look 

the scripnires of Judaism to be authoritative, and that was often confused with its parent 

in the variegated religious scene of the fint-century Mediremean world. " 178 Given the 

close ties and saong linkages between Judaism and the early followers of Jesus. the 

expelling of the Christians from the iewish place of prayer and worship must have struck 

a heavy blow. Certainly it marked a tuming point in the emerging history of early 

Christianity. The severing of relations with Judaisrn forced the adherents of Jesus to forse 

an individual fairh identity within the pluralistic religious atmosphere of the Greco-Roman 

world. 

Despite the importance of rhis landmark event. the Epistles attributed to 

John are strmgely quiet, making no reference to this occurrence. Yet, the Gospel 

narrative reflects glimmers of this event and the resultant tensions, particularly in the 

disdain and negativism with which the author of the text refers to -the Jews? Tnroughout 

178Spivey and Smith, ana tom^ of the New Testament, 48. 
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che Gospel, contemporaries of Jesus, especialiy members of the Iewish religious and social 

hierarchy, are often collectively referred to as 'the Jews". characterized by the Gospel as 

continually challenging the validity of Jesus' claims. Raymond Brown d e s  a more 

precise definition when he says. *the Fourth Gospel uses -the Jews" as almost a technical 

title for the religiour aurhoriries, pam-cuiarly those in Jerusalem, who are hostile ro 

Jesus. " '79 

Brown perceives an apologetic purpose to the Gospel of John. that it may 

possibly have been destined for an audience for whom it was necessary to defend the tenets 

of Christian belief. Brown remarks on the 'polemic amt~de'~" of the Gospel. a sense thar 

the author is using his pen to defend Christianity against those Jews who reject iü claims. 

As he writes, "Thus, in an era when there were ill feelings between the Church and the 

Synagogue. *the Jews ' was a term used with a connotation of hosulity to Christians . - lS1 
It is obvious that Christians and Jews were in open conflict at the thne of 

the writing of the Gospel. Indeed, the Gospel of John sets in Jesus' own mouth the v e q  

h m  of the conflict - Christian daims that Jesus is the long-awaited messiah. Whereas 

other Gospels quiedy reveal Jesus' messianic role. the Gospel of John boldly declares 

Jesus' messiahship. It is these bold declarations which bring the early Christians into 

179Brown. GospelJ 1.w- 

'goBrown. Gospel, ixx. 

IglBrown. Gospet 1>Wi. 
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conflict with Judaic thought (ultimately lead* to their expulsion from the synagom),  C 

and it is these c l a h  of messiahship in Jesus which the author mut defend. In so do%, 

the author reveals the historicai conflict between the two cornrnunities (Jewish and 

Christian) which f o m  a backdrop to this narrative. For example. the Gospel lays biame 

with the Jews for Jesus' p e r s d o n  (John 5: 16-1 8), reflecting the persecunon the early 

Christians endured at the han& of devout Jews. John 12:42 speaks of a fear among the 

followers of Jesus that they would be put out of the synagogue. a veiled reference to the 

removal of the Christians from the Jewish synagogues. 

The animosity berneen Christians and Jews. the references to Jewish 

persecution of Jesus and the fear of king removed from the Jewish place of worship are 

al1 indicative of the historical circumstances in which the narrative's author wote his 

Gospel. If the Johannine texts are to be a window onto the historical events of the 

community from which they came. then in reading the Gospel of John one sees the smfe 

Jewish-ChrisuanS endured and the conficf in which they found themeives wirh the Jews. 

That the Johannine Episrles are silem on this point is mosr curious. This silence requires 

a plausible explanation and enables one to posir a new theory: there is no menrion of rhe 

q u h z o n  of the Chrisrians from the s).nagogues becaure ir is an evem ivhzch hac nor yer 

occurred. At the time of the writing of the Johannuie Epistles. Christians and Jews stiii 

CO-existed and CO-practised in the synagogues. However. by the rime of the Gospel's 

(later) writing. the expulsion was an event in Christiiinity's youthful past and so is aliuded 
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to in the Gospel story but not in the Epistles. Indeed. that the Gospel pays special 

attention ro this event can be used as evidence of its (the Gospel's) later chronology. 

It is saikingly obvious that the Epistles of John do not contain a direct quote 

from the Gospel narrative. a curious fact if one accepts the consensus opinion of 

contemporary biblical scholarship regardhg the chronology of the JO hannine writings . If 

indeed the Gospel of John was completed prior to the writing of the Epistles. one would 

expect that this document. as a (presumably ) foundational text for the cornmunity . would 

be quoted or at least referenced by the epistolary author. Thar the Gospel is not quoted 

in the Epistles is a conmbuting factor to the contiming debate over the priority of the 

JO hannine literature . 

Furthemore, inclusion by the epistolary author of a quote from the Gospel 

narrative in his writings would likely have been exceptionally important given the 

circu113stances in which the Epistles were pemed. Recall. the Episties reveal an incemal 

struggle within the Iohannine community, a struggle which Raymond Brown believes had 

more to do with different emphases on a common theolog than with differing theological 
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opinions.'" If indeed this holds mie - that both parties accepted a shared, common 

theology but disagreed as to which aspects of this theology should receive priority and 

emphasis - then it wodd become even more important for the epistolary author. in w r i ~ g  

to combat the 'heresy' of his opponents, to appeal to a reasoning and tradition which both 

groups shared; i.e., the tradition preserved in the Johannine Gospel. Under such 

conditions, the onus would rest with the epistolary author to employ his every weapon to 

cal1 the opponents back into the fold. Certainly his greatest weapon would have been a 

quote from the Gospel of John, a Gospel which preserves the common tradition of the 

Johannine community, and which mites Johannine-Christians to a common identiv against 

'the world". That the Epistles do not voice a prior knowledge of the Gospel of John lends 

credence and support to the hypothesis containeci herein that the Epistles of John were 

written before the Gospel. Lndeed, the Epistles could not possibly reference a work which 

had not yet k e n  completed. 

'82Brown writes, --In rny judgement the hypothesis that best explains the positions 
both of the author of the Epistles and of the secessionists is this: Both parties knew the 
proclama~ion of Christian@ mailable to us through the Fourth Gospel. but they 
interpreted it dzferently." Brown, Cornrnunitv, 106. Note. Brown does not Say either 
party actually possessed a written Gospel text; rather, he simply states that the parties 
knew of the proclamation which the narrative held leaving the door open to assert the 
sequentid pnority of the JO hannine Epistles. 



. . 
a. The Beloved D i s c w  

As discussed in the previous chapter, one of the more outstanding features 

of the Gospel of John is its character identified in the text only by the title 'the disciple 

whom Jesus loved' , to whom scholars refer as 'the Beloved Disciple'. It has been shown 

that this Beloved Disciple is more than a rnere hîstorical penonage who was a 

contempomy and follower of Jesus. Raiher, as represented in the Gospel narrative. the 

Beloved Disciple serves a literary function for the author of the narrative and a leadership 

role for the Johannine membership. hdeed, to a great extent the literary and 'historical' 

hinctions postulated about the character of the Beloved Disciple overlap. As we have 

seen, in the Gospel of John, the Beloved Disciple is seen to have many roles and Wear 

rnany inter-related hats: he is the confidant of Jesus. an intermediary berween Jesus and 

the othen who maka Jesus known; he is a care-giver to Mary, the mother of Jesus, who 

accepts the responsibilities of looking afier her as they forge a new family relatiomhip: he 

is a compatriot of Peter who fint reaches the empty tomb and believes: he is said to be an 

eyewitness to the events depicted in the Gospel and a me source of their authority. In 

short, the literary function of the Beloved Disciple is to serve as an ideal, and perhaps an 

idealized, disciple. 
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In many ways the attributes embodied in the chac t e r  of the Beloved 

Disciple parallel the role which he is seen to have fulfilled for the Johannine community. 

As in the Gospel of John, the Beloved Disciple makes Jesus known to the (other) disciples 

(John 13:23-26). so too does the Beloved Disciple reveal Jesus to the Johannine 

community; as the Beloved Disciple (with Mary) is a life force to the emerging Christian 

faith (John 19:25-27), so too is the Beloved Disciple a life force for the membership which 

surrounded him; as the Gospel shows the Beloved Disciple to be an equal to Peter (John 

20:2- IO), so too does the Johannine comunity look to the Beloved Disciple as its leader, 

the founder and source of its traditions. He is an authoritative representative of its unique 

theology, history and ethical outlook. He is their role-mode1 who personifies their ideals 

and who authenticates their tradition. 

Given the singular importance assigned to this figure in the Gospel of John, 

it is interestkg that no reference is made to the Beloved Disciple in the Epistles of John. 

If the Beloved Disciple is the authenticator and source of the unique Johannine experience, 

why , then, is there no mention of him or his author@ in the Johannine Epistles? Cenainly 

if the author of the Episdes were combathg a heresy from within his own rnernbership 

(as is accepted to be the historical circumstances in which these texts were written), he 

would have appealed to a person whose authority was paramount in the community - the 

Beloved Disciple. How, then, is this apparent discrepancy to be explained? 
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That there is no mention of the Beloved Disciple in the Johannine Epistles 

is a curious and important facet of these documents. Given the atmosphere and purpose 

of their writing, one would expect an appeal to the authority embodied by their founder 

and leader. hdeed, the epistolary author repeatedly calls upon tradition to legitimize his 

interpretations and teachings, appealing to " what was from the beginnuig " (1 John 1 : 1). 

One would expect the author to appeal directly to the teachings of the founder of the 

comrnunity, the Beloved Disciple, especiaiiy if these teachings were recorded in a written 

text. That none was forthcornhg from the epistolary texts could be explained hy the 

Gospel having k e n  written after the Epistles. That no mention was made in the Epistles 

of the Beloved Disciple is a glaring omission if one places the writing of the Gospel before 

the writing of the Epistles. However, if one holds that the Epistles were written first and 

the Gospel was a later document, then it is more easy to poshdate the emergence of the 

Beloved Disciple as a literary fi-me in the Johannine writings as a later development of 

their communai thought. l m  

'"Further discussion of the significance of the Beloved Disciple as a 'missing 
motif in the bhannine Epistles is found in chapter four of this thesis. 



b. The Spint/Paraclete 
- - 

Another principal figure of the Johannine writings is the character known 

as the Paraclete (in Greek, xaphdqroç). The rapthdqsog of the Johannine literanire 

is a key to understanding the community behind the texts. Yet, for al1 of its apparent 

prominence within the Johannine membership, the tme meaning of rrapoidqroç remains 

somewhat uncertain. What is certain is that this particular fonn of Greek is not found in 

other writings.'" Indeed, the only biblical references to xapadqsoc are located in the 

w r i ~ g s  attributed to John. E x t e d y ,  related words to the form xapoiKA.qto< lead many 

scholars to translate this word (xap&dqro<) as referring to a sponsor, patron. or 

supporter, a helper or advocate sometimes, though not aiways, used in a legal context? 

Given these circumstances, and bearing in mind the guidance derived from these extemal 

interpretations of related Greek word forms, it is a more pertinent issue to examine the 

meaning of xap&dtlro< as evidenced in the Johannine writings themselves. 

The Gospel of John contains four references to the xapihdqroç: 14: 15- 17; 

14:26; 15 :26-27; and 16:7-11, ali found within the Farewell Discourses of the Gospel 

' "Kenneth Grayston, T h e  Meaning of PARAKLETOS," JSNT 1 3 ( 1 98 1 ): 67. 

''*The debate of whether the meaning of icap&dqroç is derived fiorn a legal 
context or whether it is a general t e m  adopted into the legal arena is discussed in 
Grayston, w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Ë ~ o ~ , "  67-82. For a discussion of various alternative translations 
of xapcidqro~ consult Raymond E. Brown's "The Paraclete in the Fourth Gospel." 
NTS 13 (1967): 113-132. 



narrative. This alone provides a key to the importance of the x a p k A q r o ~ ,  for it is in 

these discourses that Iesus exclusively addresses his followers. giving them f d  

instructions before his imminent death. The first reference to nap6dqrog reads: 

Ifyou love me. you will keep my commaRdments. And I will 
ask the Father, and he will give you another Advocafe 
(scap&d.q~oç), be w'fh you former. This is the Spirit of 
truth, tvhorn the world cannot receive, because ir neifher 
sees him nor knows him. You know him, because he abides 
with you, and he will be in you. 

John I4:I5-17 

The first point of interest is that the Paraclete will be sent to Jesus' 

followers from the Father but through the request of Jesus. Second, Jesus identifies the 

Paraclete as the 'Spint of truth', an image (cnith) which is often identified with Jesus in 

the Gospel narrative.la6 Third, Jesus States that the Paraclete cornes not to the world 

(because it does not recognize him) but to these believers. Thus. just as Iesus was sent 

to be mith to the world and the world did not recognize hïm (John 1: 10 & 17b), so too is 

the Paraclete sent to be tmth to a 

Y3ee, for example, John 

world that will not know him. In this way , the narrative 

I : 1 7b; and John 1 4:6-7. 



establishes a parallel between Jesus and the Paraclete. for both came to serve the same 

functions -- to be mith - and to address the same group of believers - the Johannine 

The second passage making reference to xaptidqzoç is found at John 

14:26 which reads: 

But the Advocare ( z a p ~ q r o ~ ,  the Ho& Spirit, whom the 
F&r will send in my name, will teach you everything, and 
remind you of al2 rhar I have said to you. 

Again, Jesus identifies the Paraclete for his followersln and defmes the 

functions of this character for his believers. According to this passage, the Paractete is 

being sent by the Father to teach the believers and to remind them of Jesus' insh-uctions 

to them. Thus, Jesus' ministry does not die with his death, but rather lives on in the 

community through the leadership of the Paraclete. Further, in being sent to the 

cornrnunity from the Father "in my [Jesus'] name," the Paraclete brings with him the 

authonty of Jesus to his leadership and to the community. 

The third passage making reference to xaptidqroq States: 

'''Note, the identification of the Pamclete as the 'Holy Spirit' is regarded by many 
scholars as a later addition. See Hawkin, Johannine World, 140, Footnote 8 1. 



When the Advocate (xapthcAqso2) cornes, whom I wilC send 
to you from the Father, the Spirir of tncth who cornes from 
îhe Faher, he wili testifi on my behalf. You also are to 
temn because you have been with me from the beginning. 

John 15:26-27 

This passage again repeats many of the statements made earlier about the 

Paraclete - that he will be sent from the Father through Jesus; the Paraclete is the Spirit 

of truth; the Paraclete will bear witness to Jesus and continue his ministry. Not only is 

the parallel between Jesus and the ParacIete reinforced in this passage, but the followers 

of Jesus are brought into this continuum when Jesus states that they too must test@ to 

him. Thus. in this passage Jesus is not only addressing his own, but in some sense is 

singling them out with his authonty, for just as the Paraclete bears his authority to be a 

witness to his ministry, so too are the followers of Jesus called upon to test@ to what they 

know to be true. 

The final passage featuring the character of the Paraclete is found at John 

16:7-11 which reads: 



Nmheless I tell you rhe m ~ h :  it is to your advmage thaz 
I go avay,  for if I do not go auq, the Advocate 
(srapa'ncA.qrogJ will nor come to you; but if I go, I will semi 
him to you. And when he cornes. he will prove the world 
wrong about sin and righteourness and judgmem: dout sin. 
becnuse they do not believe in me; about righreourness, 
because I am going to lhe Farher and you will see me no 
longer; abouî judgement, becme the mler of this world h a  
been condernned, 

With respect to the Paraclete, this passage again reiterates what has been 

earlier said of this character. However, this passage is underscored by the imrnediacy of 

Jesus' death and his reassurance to the cornmunity that his leadership will not be lost 

simply because he is no longer with them. Rather, his death is a catalyst for the coming 

of the x a p a ~ l q r o g  who will continue the ministry. Interestingly, the passage seems to 

imply that the xap&icA.qrog, who specifically cornes to instruct Jesus' followers (Le.. the 

Johannine community) because they alone recognize h i .  and recognized Jesus. will 

nonetheless ultimately insmict the world in their wrongdoing because they did not believe 

Thus, the Gospel passages referring to the Paraclete paint a picture of a 

character who is promised to the community as a vehicle of continuum, an authoritative 

leader bridging the gap between Jesus (who is no longer present in the community) and 

his followers. who conthes the ministry of Jesus. deepening the understanding the 

community has of what it has k e n  told and authenticating the validity of its tmth. 
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With such a weiidefhed role king created for the Paraclete in the Gospel. 

it is curious that the sole epistolary reference to xap6dqro~  does not present such a 

picture. The only reference made to the Paraclete in the epistolary writings is found at 1 

John 2: lb-2 which States: 

But ifanyone does sin, we have an ahocme huptkkqro5) 
with the Father, Jesur Chris? the righreous; and he is the 
m n i n g  sacn!ce for Our sinr, and not for ours on& b u  a[SO 
for the sins of the whole wor2d 

This representation of the xaptiicliqro~ is quite different from that of the 

Gospel narrative. Whereas in the Gospel the Paraclek is an independent entity unto itself 

with a particular role and function for the Johannine foliowers, the Paraclete of the 1 John 

is singularly identified with Jesus. Moreover, Jesus is described by the writer as %e 

atoning sacrifice for our sins," a theology which is more consistent with a low christology 

than with a higher one.188 The personifcation of the Paraclete with a single person and 

the identification of this person as Jesus is a more tangible discussion of the n a p k d q ~ o ~  

than that depicted in the Gospel whose ideas of the Paraclete are somewhat more 

concepnial than concrete. As well, given the circurnstances under which the Epistle was 

apparently written, namely an internai stniggle among the Johannine followers of Jesus, 

Ia8The developrnent of christological ideas is discussed in more detail Iater in this 
chapter. See pages 1 14ff, especidy pages 1 1 8- 124. 
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the noticeable lack of reference to the independent. more abstract aaphdqroç of the 

Gospel is remarkable. An epistolary writer concerneci with denouncing those who had 

gone out from their ranks would most certainly have appealed to the authority vesred in 

the new leader. the xap&dqsw, whose own authorky and leadershp was declared fiom 

Jesus himself (John 14:26). That no nich appeai is forthcoming in the Epistie is indeed 

curious if the Gospel was written before the Epistles. 

As tem revealing the hisrorical c i r c u ~ ~ l s m  of the Jobannine community. 

the Gospel and Epistles of John shed Iight on two disrupting &idem in the hisrory of the 

congregation. One measure of the commonality between the texts is that they both appear 

to have been written during periods of smfe for the commun@ ' s  membership. In both 

cases. the documents were penned wirh an apologetic flavour: the Epistles defend 

themselves against anack from the opponem who share their tradition. whereas the Gospel 

speaks to concerns from outside rheir circle. For scholm such as Raymond E. Brown. 

unders- and ordering the tensions. conflicts and stmggles referenced in the texts is 

a 'decisive issue in the question of dating. ' '" 
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The author of the Epistles is engaged in a struggle against members of his 

own community (i John 2:19), the essence of which is internai. However. the Gospel 

exhibits a conflict against outsiders, specificaily both 'the Jews" and 'the world". No 

nich smiggle is evident in the Epistles. Indeed, the Epistles state that Jesus came to atone 

for the sins of both the faithful and the world (I John 2:2). Brown's question. then. is 

whether it is reasonable to expect tbat a community first struggling against and separated 

by its own would be capable of combatting a swng extemal opposi t i~n. '~~ He believes 

t h i s  to be entirely unlikely. Brown envisions a commUNty first expelleci from the 

synagogue, an act precipitated by the high christology of the Johannine Christians. Their 

separation from the larger 'parent' community of faith led to a defensive strengthening of 

their theological outiook, perhaps, as Brown suggests, to the extent that some members 

*push[ed] their understandkg of the group's original position beyond the stance that 

originally brought about the separation. '19' In so doing, these members created inremal 

IWBrown States. "If the Epistles were written before the Gospel. it would have 
been an already divided and decimated Johannine community that was stmggling with 
the outsiders when the Gospel was written: and we get no indication of that." [Brown. 
Community, 97.1 He also writes. "Could that Community. if it had already lost the l q e r  
part of its 'progressive' members to the world . . . have then swived  the traurnatic 
expulsion fiom the synagogue . . . ." [Brown, 34.1 See also pages 5-6 of this 
thesis. 

I g t  Brown, E ~ i d e s ,  34-35. See earlier discussion at page 6 of this thesis. 
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strife leading to a division in the group.lg2 Brown's conclusion therefore is that 'the 

Epistles were dt ten  after the situation envisaged by the evangelist in the Gospel.*1* 

Brown's assertion that a divided Joharinine membership could not withstand 

the force of opposition stmck from an outside party appean tenuous when one considers 

there is no evidence to suggest an alternative claim would not have equal merit. Though 

Brown suspects it unlikeiy, it is certainly plausible that, having suffered internai contlict 

(as evidenced in the Epistles), the Iohannine membership looked inward to strengthen itself 

and affinn its faith. In so doing, it may have further developed its theological teachings. 

recording them in the text we know to be the Gospel of John. hdeed, one might even 

envision thm îhose who 'wem out from' the community sought to legzrimize rhemelves in 

rhe eyes of their former brethren by producing a Gospel narrative. 

It is a fair statement that the infancy of Christianity was not a simplistic 

development in the sense of there having been ody  one understanding of the teachings of 

19'This theory is put forth by Raymond Brown in his texts Epistles, 34-35 and 
Comrnunity, 96-97. 
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Jesus aod the significance of the events in his life? Rather, in expanding its boundaries 

and spreading the 'good news', Christianify came inro contact with many people of diverse 

backgrounds and ideologies, leading to a plurality of interpretations from which to view 

the Christian experience. While this is also true of individual teachings in the ernerging 

Christian movement - that difterent groups or persons may have held differing ideas and 

perspectives on the same theological teaching - one may still extrapolate an understanding 

of the issue which, relative to other ideas of that tirne, may c lah  to be dominant. Thus. 

we may expect tint the texts of the New Testament canon do not reveal a strictly unifieci 

theological outiook from book to book or even within groupings of texts: rather. they 

reflect a plurality of theological perspectives with some ideas king more prominent rhan 

others. in tracking these ideas in the New Testament corpus we may trace the 

development of Christian history as it is recorded in its scriptural texts. 

The JO- writings may serve as a microcosrn of the plurality of ideas 

present in Christianity 's infmcy . Just as Chcistianity developed and altered its views and 

teachings, so too did this particular community grow and advance, changing their rheology 

and teachings as wcessary . These changes are evident in the writings preserved in the 

New Testament which are attribured to them, namely the Gospel aml Episties of John. 

19%ee the earlier discussion in Chapter 2 of this thesis (pages 65-70) concerning 
the debate between Walter Bauer and H.E.W. Turner regatding the nature of the 
developrnent of Christian history. 
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The notion of a natural trajectory of thought, in relation to the Johannine 

corpus, encompasses a nurnber of areas of Johannine study; most importantly for this 

inquiry, the christology and eschatology exhibited by the Gospel and Epistles and the 

audiences and life circumstances which they address . 

For the most part, the question of eschatology in the New Testament is a 

question of the form in which the teaching is expressed; Le, Did the Christians of that era 

believe in a final judgement which was to corne (future eschatology)? Or, did they accept 

that their judgement had aheady passed and they now lived in a new era of righteousness 

(realized eschatology)? The writings of the New Testament. and indeed the writings of 

the Johanuine literanire, exhibit both forrns of eschatological teaching . 

The eschatological teachings of the Epistles of John betray a seme of 

longing on the part of the Johannine community for the new life and new age which was 

promised by Jesus. Passages such as 1 John 2:17 and 25 highlight the 'passing awayn of 

this world and the desire on the part of the community to possess the promised new. 

eternal life. Other verses speak of a more imminent return of Jesus (1 John 2: 18) and 

reflect an urgency within the community, that they are s ~ d i n g  on the cusp of the end of 

the world. W e  there is a hint of a realized eschatology in the Episdes (1 John 3: 14). the 

predominant mode of thought concerning eschatological teachings is funiristic. They 

speak p~c ipa l ly  of a future coming of Jesus (1 John 2:28) and a future judgement before 

God (1 John 3:2, 4:17). 
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The eschatological references in the Gospel of John, however, are more 

decidedly realized than those of the epistolary literahire. Remarks made by Jesus about 

the end of the world and the final judgement are spoken with less of a sense of preparation 

for these things to come and more of a sense that these things have amived. At various 

points in the Gospel Jesus says, 'the hour is coming and is now here* (for example, at 

John 4:23, 5:25 and 16:32), implying that the new kingdom is not to be awaited for but 

has already corne. A more specific reference to the reaiized eschatology of the Gospel 

narrative is found at 5:24 when Jesus says, "Very auly, 1 tell you, anyone who hears my 

word and believes him who sent me has eternal Iife, and does not come under judgement. 

but has passed from death to Me." Here we see most clearly the eschatological 

understanding of the Gospel's author: those who believe in Jesus need not fear the 

judgement of the world for they have already passed into the new Iife. 

Scholars generaiiy agree that in the early days of the Christian movement. 

immediately after the de& of Jesus, Christians looked forward to the imminent victorious 

return of the glorified Christ, an event often referred to as the parouia. However, as 

much tirne passed and this parouria did not occur. Chrisrians began to adapt their 

eschatological understanding, moving from an expectation that Jesus would rehun 

immediately to an ultimate uncierstancihg that the new age promised by Jesus had been 



ushered in with his death and resurrection.'" Thus, Christian understanding of the end 

of the world moved from a funire eschatology to a realized eschatology. 

Such a progression is evident in the iohannine literature wherein the 

epistolary writings of the Johannine cornmunity tend to exhibit a funire eschatology while 

the Gospel appears to speak of a realized eschatology. In keeping with the general 

understanding of biblical scholarship regarding the progression of Christian eschatologîcal 

teachings, these differences between the two sets of texts are best understood by asserthg 

the priority of the epistolary literature. 

In a similar fashion, the christological teachings of the Gospel and Epistles 

offer very different understandings of the nature of Jesus. The Episdes of John speak at 

great length of the humanity of Jesus, often making reference to the human faculties; for 

exampie, I John 1:7 and I John 5:6a both speak of the blood of Jesus. Moreover. 1 John 

Ig5"Part of early Christian apocalyptic was the expectation that Jesus would r e m  
as Son of Man or Lord to judge the evil and redeem the good. Several New Testament 
writers used the Greek term parousia . . . for the expected r e m  of Jesus. However. 
months and years passed by and the parousia did not take place. The hope for his r e m  
surfaced again with the fall of Jerusalem . . . and when the Christians of Asia Minor felt 
+heatened by persecution . . . . Still, Jesus did not retum. Much early Christian literature 
had to corne to t e m  with the 'delay of the parousia.' Broadly speaking, the early 
Christians took three alternatives. First, the hope was intensified . . . . Second, the 
expectation was maintained but pushed into ihe more distant fùture and combined with 
the attempt to make sense of the extended interirn penod or present . . . . Third, the daim 
was made that the parousia had already taken place. that the Cross and resurrection of 
Jesus were the f m d  ("eschatological") events, and that the new life was already being 
experienced by Christians in the present . . . ." Dennis C. Duling and Norman Perrin, The 
New Testament: Proclamation and Parenesis. Myth and History 3rd edition (Fort Worth: 
Harcourt Brace & Company, 1 994), 1 14. 
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4:2 and 2 John 7 emphasize that Jesus was human. I John 4:2 States. 'By this you know 

the Spirit of God: every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh is from 

God" ; 2 John 7 reads, "Mmy deceivers have gone out into the world, those who did not 

confess that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh; any such penon is the deceiver and the 

antichrist!" Such strong language not only bûars wimess to the hurnan condition of Jesus 

- that Jesus was. in fact. a human king with a human composition of blood and water - 

but appears to champion it, referring to those who profess contraq understandings as the 

antichrist and not king from God. 

The christological teachings of the Epistles go beyond a mere appreciation 

of Jesus as human; rather. they understand that Jesus' humanity was in fulfilment of 

another purpose: to offer salvation through his death. In the Epistles. Jesus' death is not 

simply a rneasure of his humanity, but also a measure of our salvation. I John 1 :7 writes, 

'and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses us from al1 sin"; 1 John 2:2 more specifically 

States, "and he [Jesus] is the atoning sacrifice for Our sins, and not for ours only but also 

for the sins of the whole world. " Other epistolary passages speak of this christological 

understanding of Jesus as the sacrificial lamb sent to atone for humanity 's transgressions; 

for example, 1 John 3 5  ("You know that he was revealed to take away sins. and in him 

there is no sin"), 1 John 3:16a ("We know love by this. that he laid d o m  his life for US'), 

and 1 John 4: 10 ('In this is love, not that we loved God but that he loved us and sent his 

Son to be the atoning sacrifice for our sins*). 



The Gospel of John offers a dfierent and far more advanced christological 

picture of Jesus. Whereas the Episties speak of Jesus as the atoning sacrifice for our sins 

and highiight the human condition of Jesus, the Gospel narrative speaks of Jesus as the 

divine Son of God sent from the Father, the messiah who WU retum to the Father above. 

Unlike the Episties, the Gospel does not depict a human Jesus in his earthly ministry. 

Indeed, Jesus is hardly presented in human terms. Whereas the Synoptics tel1 of Jesus 

partaking in normal human activities such as eating and expressing emotion, there is only 

one such human presentation of Jesus in the Gospel of John: John 1 1 :35, Jesus wept. " 

The Jesus of the Johannine narrative is decidedly more 'otherworldly'. In fact, great effort 

has been taken in the Gospel to distinguish Jesus from mere humans.l% 

In John the Baptist's proclamation of Jesus (John 3:31-36) he sets Iesus 

apart, declaring him to be %om abovenand "above dl".  He says. The one who cornes 

frorn above is above dl; the one who is of the earth belongs to the earth and speaks about 

'96This issue is discussed at great length in Ernst Kiisemann's The Testament of 
Jesus,, particuiarly in Chapter II, The Giory of Christ'. Kiisemann writes. "In what sense 
is he [Jesus] flesh, who walks on water and through closed doors. who cannot be captured 
by his enemies, who at the well of Samaria is tired and desires a drink. yet has no need of 
dnnk and has food different fiom that which his disciples seek? . . . How does this dl 
agree with the understanding of a realistic incarnation? . . . 1 am not interested in 
completely denying features of the lowliness of the earthly Jesus in the Fourth Gospel. 
But do they characterize John's christology in such a manner that through them the 'me 
man' of later incarnational theology becomes believable? Or do not those features of his 
lowliness rather represent the absolute minimum of the costume designed for the one who 
dwelt for a little while among men, appearing to be one of them, yet without hirnself 
being subjected to earthiy conditions?" Ernst Kàsemam, The Testament of Jesus, trans. 
Gerhard Krodel (London: SCM Press, l968), 9- 10. 
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who cornes from heaven is above dl. " In John 4:3 1-34 Jesus 

he is encouraged to do so by the disciples. His respome to his 

followers is that his ministry is his sustenance. At John 5:41 Jesus distinguishes himself 

fiom humans by saying, '1 do not accept glory fiom human beings. * And at John 65-6 

Jesus is depicted as knowing al1 things ('When he looked up and saw a large crowd 

coming toward him. Jesus said to Philip, 'Where are we to buy bread for these people to 

eat? ' He said this to test him, for he himself knew what he was going to do *) . In this 

passage, the reader is s h o w  a glimmer of humanity at the ouwt of this verse when Jesus 

expresses concem about how to feed the people. Curiously, though, this presentation 

changes when the text clarifies that Jesus had actuaily known what he would do. 

Other passages of the Gospel reiterate this presentation of Jesus. For 

example, John 2:24-25 depicts Jesus as king omnipotent; in John 4:25-26, Jesus identifies 

hunself as the messiah; and at John 5: 19-23, Jesus refers to hllnself in the third person as 

"the Son", a statement which is not typical of human speech. 

At other places in the text Jesus' humanity is more than downplayed: it is 

completely overshadowed by his divinity. From the outset of the narrative, the 

glorification of Jesus forms a strong and lasting current through the course of the story, 

a central theme woven through the tale.Im The Gospel's prologue, with its cosmic settïng, 

'97"Does the statement 'The Word became flesh' really mean more than that he 
descended into the world of man and there came into contact with earthiy existence. so 
that an encounter with him became possible? 1s not this statement totally overshadowed 



sets the stage for a primary character and lead figure who will live up to his b i l l e ,  and 

the Gospel story does not disappoint. From the litany of titles at the opening of the tex1 

(John 1 :29-51) to the raising of Lazanis fiom the dead (John 1 1 :414) and fuially 

overcoming death b e l f  at his own resurrection (John 20: 1-1 8). the Jesus of the Gospel 

of John is truly divine. He is not of this world and has come, in his own words. 'from 

above' ('for 1 have come down fiom heaven, not to do rny own will, but the will of him 

who sent me" [John 6:38]). He is tmly the Son of God who has descended fiom above 

to do the work of the Father on earth and who will ascend and return to the Father in 

heaven. 

This depiction of Jesus as the descending and ascending Son of God is a fa 

more advanced understanding of Jesus than that presented in the Johannine Epistles where 

Jesus is more humbly depicted as the sacrificial lamb of humanity . In the Epistles , Jesus ' 

death is the atoning sacrifice for humanity's sins; in the Gospel, Jesus' death and 

resurrection are the glorification of the one who has come from above. 

The community's christological teachuigs are more abstract and more 

complex in the Gospel than they are in the Epistles. Placing the Epistles before the €mi 

writing of the Gospel shows a progression of thought, a development and an advancement 

on the part of the community, as reflected in the eschatological and christological teachings 

by the confession 'We beheld his giory', so that it receives its meaning fiom it?' 
Kiisemann, Testament of Jesus, 9- 1 0. 
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of the community. Movhg from a friture eschatology to a realized eschatology, from a 

low christology to a higher chnstology is simply a more reasonable and naturd 

progression on the part of the Johannine commun@. 

As noted above. the authors of the Johannine Gospel and Epistles are 

simiiarly engaged in different conflicts involving their community: the Gospel with 

outsiders (i.e., "the Jews* and 'the world") and the Episties with a struggle from within 

(Le., 'the opponents "). Further. as noted, neither set of texts makes reference to the 

difficulties depicted in the other text(s), leading one to believe the occurrences were not 

concurrent but happeneci in a more consecutive manner, evolving one after the other. That 

the Epistles are silent on the struggle with the outsiders and make reference to a theology 

which is more inclusive of the w ~ r l d ~ ~ ~  is a telling sign. 

The Gospel of John is very much a text written for its community. The 

Farewell Discourses. for example. depict Jesus insaucting and particularly addressing only 

his own followers. To accept that the Gospel of John was written before the Johannine 

Epistles, one must accept that the Johan.de community had isolated itself from the world 

whom it despised and who had rejected hem, only to later nini around and develop a 

theology which was inclusive of this very group. The dualistic images so prominent in 

Johannine thought and the negative light in which the outsiders are cast in the Gospel are 

lP81 John 2 2  states, "and he [Jesus Christ] is the atoning sacrifice for sur sins. and 
not for ours only but also for the sins of the whole world." 
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inconsistent with these later ideas of acceptance. Given the more conciliatory nature of 

the Johannine Episties with respect to outsiders, it seems more logicai to believe the 

Epistles reflect an earlier stage in the development of the community. 

The Epistles of John reveal a community which was slightly more inclusive 

of   th ers'^^, possessing a theology which believed Jesus' saving death atoned for the sins 

of the world, not mereiy redeemed the sins of believers. It is more natual to hypothesize 

the community may have once heid ties with the Jews and with outsiders (as reflected in 

the circumstances of the Epistles) only to be rejected by them (i.e., the expulsion of the 

Christians from the synagogues) causùig the Johannine membership to close ranks unto 

itself and become even more isolationist and M e r  removed from the world (as depicted 

in the Gospel narrative). Under these circumstances, the cornmunity would be more likely 

to entrench its views and become more extreme given that they had been rejected by those 

with whom they once held ties. This certainly appears to be a more natural progression 

of events than other theories would suggest. 

'99This is not to Say that the Johannine community was an inclusive membership. 
To the contrary, the Johannine community had a large separatist faction; however. it may 
be argued -- and is herewith suggested -- that at this earlier stage in their history the 
community held more ties with outside groups. An andogy might be found in Canada 
today : the Quebec separatists want to leave Canada but are also anxious to keep their ties 
with Canada and the rest of the world. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

A fiffereent Horizon 

A strong case for epistolary prionty, as exhibited in the previous chapter, 

allows the reader of John to use this solid foundation to ask new questions and venture 

forth in new directions for Johannine research. Two principal questions of interest are: 

(1) If the Johannine Epistles did precede the Gospel of John, in what ways would our 

understanding of the Johannine community be affected? and, (2) How is this signifcant 

for biblical scholarship? In response to the fust inquiry, this new hypothesis allows one 

to envision a different history for the Johannine community. With respect to the second 

inquiry , as we shall s e ,  the significance of this hypothesis is that it draws us back into the 

debate of orthodoxy and heresy in the earliest days of the Christian movement. It is these 

two questions which form the nuclei of this chapter . 

The strong case for epistolary priority and the perceptions upon which this 

hypothesis is constructesi bring the reader to a new window offerisg a different perspective 
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cn the history of the Johannine cornmunity. This view is quite difkrent from tbat typically 

accepted to be the 'nom' or standard in Johannine research - as in. for example. the 

theorïes of Raymond E. Brown - and uses as one of its central facets the belief that the 

Johannine Ietters were indeed written before the f a  form of the Gospel of John was 

produced. It should be noted that any reconstruction of the history of the Johannine 

comrnUNty is. by its very nature, merely a theory. History has not afforded researchers 

many extant remnants of the comrnunity - either in literature or other artifacts - on which 

to build an undisputable pichue of the Johiinnine fellowship. instead, we must base our 

views of the community and its history on those fragments which history has preserved. 

the most important king the written words of the commun@: the Gospel and Episties of 

John. Thus. the reconstruction offered herein is a bold and speculative history presented 

to counterbalance Raymond Brown's equally bold and speculative history. What. then, 

is this new and unique Johannine history? 

In the Beginnin~ . . . . a. 

The quintessentiai moment of the Christian experience lies in the crucifwon 

of Jesus. It is in the death and resurrection of Jesus that Christian.@ fin& its mie meaning 

and its birth. With the death of their founder, the followers of Jesus look to his disciples. 

who were closest to him, for leadership and guidance. Emerging from among this group 
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of uusted friends is a figure known to modems only by his title. the Beloved Disciple. 

According to the Gospel of John, this Beloved Disciple is the trusted confidant of Jesus 

and an eyewimess to the events depicted in the narrative: in panicular. and moa 

especially, the crucial and formative events in the binh of Chrisuanity - the crucifixion 

and resurrection of Jesus. As a meastre of his authoriq, the Gospel tells us that the 

Beloved Disciple is present during the Farewell Discomes of Jesus when he speaks solely 

CO his disciples to provide them with his final and lasting instnictions: the Beloved Disciple 

accepts from Jesus the responsibility of caring for Mary. assuming the role of 'son' as 

Jesus dies on the cross; and that the Beloved Disciple. with Peter. races to the tomb to 

discover that Jesus has risen. 

Ultimately , a community of believers develops around rhis fi-me. and the 

Beloved Disciple becomes, in effect. the founder of the Johannine comunity. For this 

comrnunity , the Beloved Disciple assumes many roles. He is more than merely their 

founder; he is a role mode1 - an example of what it means to be an ideai disciple of Jesus. 

He is also the guarantor of the community's traditions and beliefs. The comuniry could 

- .  
accept the (bistoncal) vaiidity of the Chnsaan fairh because their leader had k e n  present 

at these fundamental events and they could accept the practices and beliefs which had 

grom up around them because the Beloved Disciple proclaimed them as mith. Moreover. 

because the Beloved Disciple held a special relations- with Jesus (a relationship which 
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cemented bis authority within the community). the community derived its authority from 

his leadership. 

The nature of the Iohannine community goes beyond that of a society of 

believers who accept Jesus to be their messiah. They are a community who record and 

preserve their particular aadmons and beliefs in wntten tem. In this way the community 

is more than a society of believers; it is a school which deveioped a unique theology and 

perspective and which recorded its beliefs in the written word?' Among the extant 

literature which this community or school produced are the texts hown  to us as the 

Gospel of John and the First. Second and Third Epistles of John.2o1 As a school, this 

community likely bore rnany of the nademarks of other ancient schools including that 

'teaching, learning, studying, and w r i ~ g  were common activities of the commUI1ity. 

It is most probable that whiie the Beloved Disciple, as founder of the community. would 

have served as its fint and chief teacher, a group of second generaùon instnictors would 

have been in place to guide the community, preserve its traditions and promulgate its 

beliefs upon the death of their founder. hdeed, the death of the Beloved Disciple is 

'%e idea of a Johannine commuoity as a particular school of thought is 
discussed in chapter 2 of this paper. For further discussion see Culpepper, Johannuie 
SchooI, 

"'Recall, the Book of Revelation, though also attributed to John, is not considered 
in this study. See Footnote 2 of this paper. 

""Culpepper, Johannine School, 288. 
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hplicit in John 21 :23 which reads, 'So the Nmor spread in the community that this 

disciple [the Beloved Disciple] would not die. Yet Jesus did not Say to him that he would 

not die, but, 'If it is my will that he remain until 1 corne, what is that to you?" The use 

of the fmt person plural 'we' in John 21:24 underscores the involvement of a community 

in the production of these texts and that a communal rather than singular mind stood 

behiml this literature. That many han& may have played a part in scribing W o r  e d i ~ g  

these texts is evidenced by the similarities and dissimilarities the writings simultaneously 

b a r .  'O3 

This Johannine community likely existed for some time (as John 2 1 :24 

indicates with its implication that the text was physically written after the death of the 

Beloved Disciplp, therefore impiying a second generation of followers) and had a long 

history . As in any group of this name, the various beliefs, traditions and theologies to 

which the community held were developed, grew and altered over time. IniSally, their 

stories and traditions were preserved in spoken language, c i r c d a ~ g  throughout the 

community in an oral fom. It was not until some time later. perhaps with the death of the 

'03See discussion in chapter 2 of this paper. 

'WAlthough some translate 6 y p d q a ~  saûra as "has wïtten thern," it seems more 
appropriate to translate it as %as caused them to be written." After all. the historical 
personage of the Beloved Disciple could not physically write the text of the Gospel if he 
were dead as John 2 1 :23 implies. nius, at the very least. this inte jection at John 3 124 
was added by a later scribe or editor, attesting to the fact the Gospel was, until that point. 
incomplete. 
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Beloved Disciple (an event which may have introduced a sense of urgency among the 

membership to record its traditions), that thek stories and beliefs were wrinen down. 

The leadership of the comrnunity first set out corresponding with other 

congregations of the Johannine fold. During this tirne of Wnting the community fmds 

itself invoived in a deep internai conflict. There is much disagreement among the 

rnembers hip concerning such issues as eschatology , christology and ethics . In particular , 

one segment within the Johannine membership developed its christological teachings 

furtber than the remaining Johannine followers. They have placed their emphasis on the 

divinity of Jesus, downpiaying Jesus' humanity. As the struggle continues within the 

community, so t w  does its letter writing which bears much evidence of the internai strife 

plaguing the members, and which becomes, in essence, a campaign for the hearts and 

min& of members of the Johannine feliowship. The group of Johannine Christians whose 

christological beliefs were less exareme and who did not emphasize ksus' divinity take pen 

in hand and write to their sister churches, arguing against the positions of their opponents 

(and former brethren) and arguing for mty. Ultimately, the rather divergent beliefs of 

these two groups - which cut to the core of the Christian faith - intense the dispute and. 

being unable to resolve their differences, the community becomes divided with many 

members of the fellowship leaving the Johannine fold. The division of the community is 

rernarked upon in 1 John 2: 19, "They went out fiom us, but they did not belong to us; for 

if they had belonged to us, they would have remained with us. But by gohg out they 
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made it plain that none of them belongs to us." This comment not only tells of the split 

within the community, but gives strong indication of the deep wounds and bitterness left 

by the confiict. This group of 'Ioyal' Johannine followen has completely disowned their 

former brethren. 

With the dissolution of the Johannine fellowship, the rernaining group of 

Johannine Christians fmds itself alone within a sea of multi-religious forces including 

Judaism, paganism. gnosticism, as well as other forms of Christianity. As their beliefs 

are more balanceci and largely more in keeping with the views of other Christian churches. 

this remnant band of fotlowers of the Beloved Disciple flows into and merges with the 

wider Christian congregations who derive their authority and apostolic tradition from 

Peter. As they enter the mainstream Christian family, the Johannine Christians bring with 

them an oral narrative of their traditions and stories, the 'Johannine tradition'. 

Meanwhile, the seceding group of the Johannine mernbership, whose higher 

christology brought them to separation fiom the community (a group whom scholars refer 

to as the 'secessionists'), retained their distinctive christological beliefs. Devoid of the 

moderathg voice of their former Johannine brothers, they developed their views further 

to become fully docetic and f d y  gnostic. This is the logical end to their thought 

progression - that they wouid move from emphasizing Jesus' divinity and downplaying 

his humanity, to believing Jesus to hold merely the appearance of being human, to 

accepting Jesus as behg M y  and only divine, a process which fmds the secessionists at 
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home first in the world of docetism and then in the realm of gnosticism. During the 

course of their movement away from the Johannine fold and their progression toward 

docetism and gnosticism, the secessionists' higher christology brings hem into conflict 

with other groups who had earlier k e n  more tolerant of their views, groups which 

included the Jews. Staunchly adamant about their beliefs on the nature of Jesus, the 

secessionists are eventually expelled from the synagogues and no longer welcomed by 

Judaism, an external conflict which is revealed in the Gospel narrative. 

This seceding group of Johannine followen also records their experiences; 

however, it is this form of Johannine Christianity which ultimately fmds its way into the 

written form of the Gospel of John. Ir is these secessionists which produce theflml fonn 

of the wrinen rem ofthe theohannine Gospel and it is their brand of Johannine Christianity 

which demarcates the narrative text. Whereas both the secessionists and the rernaining 

group of Johannine followers accepted an oral tradition of the Gospel narrative. it was 

only in the han& of the secessionists that the final forrn of the Gospel was recorded and 

pemed. As a meam of legitimizing themselves, the secessionists highlight and emphasize 

the importance of their founder, the Beloved Disciple, when wrïting the Gospel. It is they 

who stress his authority, who emphasize the parallels between the relationship of the 

Disciple to Jesus and the relationship Jesus held with the Father, and who recognize the 

Disciple - and implicitly his followers - as the m e  successor of Jesus. 
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It is typically believed among scholars that a unifieci Johannine community 

produced the Gospel of John and used the motif of the Beloved Disciple to seek 

legitimization for their form of the Christian tradition by equating the Disciple with Peter, 

the head of the mainStream Christian churches; by exempliQing the idealized nature of the 

Disciple as a mie follower of Jesus; and by exhibiting the authority of the Disciple as an 

eyewimess to the principal events of the Christian experience, as a confidant of Jesus who 

is charged by him to lead and care for the church, and as one who c m  guarantee and 

validate the traditions of their membership. However, in accepting that the fuial form of 

the Gospel was recorded by the secessionists, a new light breaks upon old understandings. 

In using the Beloved Disciple motif as a means of legithkation, the secessionists are not 

merely positioning thernselves against the maini;tream Christian churches ; rather , they are 

positioning themselves against their former brothers who have now alligned themselves 

with and joined the larger Christian fold, a group which may be referred to as the 

Johannine-Petrine Christians for they include Christians having both a Johannine and 

Peaine apostolic tradition as their background. Thus, the 'world' which did not recognize 

Jesus and does not recognize them has now corne to include their own disowned brethren. 



b. A d d r e s u  Outs- Issues 

The hypothesis that the Epistles of John were writien before the fuial forrn 

of the Gospel of John and the above reconstruction of the history of the Johannine 

cornunity based on this hypothesis is indeed quite radically different from typically 

accepted theories. However, it does do much to explain a variety of questions in 

Johannine scholarship. For example, if the Epistles were witten after the Gospel (as most 

scholars contend), then why are the letters silent about the conflict with the Jews? One 

would expect that such a comerstone event as the expulsion of the Christians from the 

Jewish synagogues would. at the very least, be mentioned in the Johannine letters and that 

some residue fkom tfiis extemai conflict would be evident. None exists. However, if one 

accepts that the Epistles precede the Gospel in chronological priorisr, then die answer to 

this question is quite clear: there is no mention of an external conflict with the Jews 

because this has not yet occurred. 

In a similar fashion, it may be asked why the Gospel, if written afier the 

Epistles, does not make mention of the internal conflict within the Johannine community'? 

Accordhg to the analysis of Fernando Segovia, internal debates concerning christology 

and ethics are central to the Farewell Discourses of John 15: 1-17? These concems, 

which are shared in 1 John, lead Segovia to believe that the Discourse and Epistle share 

-- 

'OsSee above, pages 1 3- 1 S .  



a common Sin im Lebedo6 Thus, by Segovia's analysis, the interna1 confiicts of the 

Johannine community are evident in the f d  form of the Gospel. However, in placing 

the chronology of the Epistles prior to that of the Gospel narrative, and noting that the 

Epistles and Discourse share common cucumstances of writing, one must place the w r i ~ g  

of the Discourse unit in an earlier t h e  frame with the Episties. Thus, this unit of the 

Farewell Discourses was a Iater addition to the Gospel, thereby testifjring that, to that 

point, the Gospel of John was unfinished. 

Further, one may envision that by the time the Gospel was recorded the 

secessionists would have United among themselves and would have had a more ùnmediate 

conflict to contend with, namely their expulsion from the synagogues. But they did not 

simply ignore their earlier struggle to attend to a more recent one. Rather, in assenkg 

their authority within the wider Christian con- and seeking some form of legitimization 

from the mainstream Christian congregations, the secessionists are taking issue with their 

former community members and affirming thek equal stature and authonty. 

Another issue frequently raised in Johannine scholarship is why the Gospel 

of John was used by both postic leaders and 'orthodox' Christian writers and leaders of 

the time? The theory put forth above contends that an oral tradition of the Gospel 

m a t i v e  pre-existed the written form of the text and circulated within the cornmunity 

?3egovia, "Theology and Provenance," 126- 1 28. See the earlier discussion in 
Chapter 1 of this thesis, pages 1 3- 1 5. 
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before its dissolution. Thus, both the secessionists and those who would later joui 

mainsneam Christianity knew of this oral form of the Gospel. Indeed, those Johannuie 

Christians who later merged with the churches of the Petrine apostolic tradition carried 

with them this oral form of the Gospel and introduced these stories into the mainsmeam 

Christian practices. As the theologies and christology of the Johannine Christians gained 

acceptance in the larger Christian communiàes, so too did their stories. Therefore, 

although the secessionists acnially recorded the text of the Gospel narrative, both sides 

were aware of the traditions, stones and beliefs embodied in the Gospel story and both 

sides would have been accepting of its word. Simply put, the Gospel of John gained 

acceptance in both camps because both parties lmew its traditions and accepted their 

vaiidity . 

A related question is why the Gospel of John *is cited earlier and more 

frequently by heterodox writen than by onhodox writers. "l" Raymond Brown attributes 

this to differing paces of progression between the secessionists and the Johannine 

Christians who entered the larger Christian fold. Brown believes that the secessionists 

probably moved in their naturai disposition toward docetism and gnosticism at a faster 

pace than the other Johannine followers whose acceptance into the larger Christian church, 

he believes, wouid have been more graduai." This is certainly possible; however, it atso 
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stands to reason that if the secessionists a c W y  physically wrote and recorded the Gospel 

text, then it would only be natural that their followers and those with whom they 

associateci and shared common beliefs would be the fkst to employ this text. Thus, since 

the secessionists had the written fom of the Gospel before the mainstrearn Christian 

churches, they would have been the f ~ s t  to make use of it. As well, some of the more 

unique characteristics of the Gospel of John, such as its high christology, would likely 

have been more palatable and easier to accept among the secessionists and related 

'heterodox' congregations than to mainStream Christian leaders. 

Finaliy. granting chronologicai priority to the epistolary Wntings does much 

toward expressing a more logical progression of thought in the development of the 

Johannine community. It is simply more reasonable to accept that a group of believers 

who so carefuily constructed a unique theology and who created such well-structured 

written texts as those represented in the Johannine corpus would move from a more natural 

progression of low christology to higher christology. from fimre eschatology to reatized 

eschatology. It is simply easier to accept that their development would move in a 

progressive rather than a regressive manner. If one accepts the chronology presented in 

this hypothesis, then the theology of the Jobmine followers moves in a more namal 

order fiom lower to higher, from concrete interpretations to more abstract understandings. 



It is a fair statement in criticai analysis that the question determines the 

answer. However, it is an equally fair statement that the answers that are deduced initiate 

new and different questions. Questions lead to answers; answers lead to questions. Yet 

this should not be looked upon as a 'vicious linle circle', but more as a spiral, for with 

each kernel of knowledge that we a& fiom our hquiries, we gain a new undemanding, 

a new perspective which aliows us to envision new questions. Knowledge reaps two 

rewards: it changes our horizon and allows us to spiral into new areas of thought. 

This certainly is m e  of this inqu j. in questionhg the chronological 

priority of the Johannine literature, this thesis has presented a strong case for the priority 

of the epistolary writings. Evidence in favour of the prionty of the Episties leads one to 

question how this difierent interpretation affects the theorized history of the Johannine 

community. This question has been answered with a hypothesis of the community's 

history and development which is a departure from accepted theorized n o m .  And so this 

new hypothesis leads us to another new horizon and another new question: How is this 

understanding of the Gospel of John as originating from outside mainsmeam Christianity 

significant for our understandhg of earliest Chnstianity'? 

In establishing the chronological priority of the Jobannine literanue, we 

have achieved a more accurate picture of the history of the Johannine community, 
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the development of its theology and the progression of its 

precise howiedge of the commun@fs history 1s ~i~gnificant 

for biblical scholarship in that it enables scholars to consmict a more exact history of 

Christianity 's origins. As noted at the outset of this examination. the Johannine w r i ~ g s  

contain many unique and peculiar characteristics which become magnifiai when placed in 

conûast to other cawnical e s ,  partidarly the Synoptic Gospels. To be able to place 

this individual church with its independence of thought and rheology within the contexr of 

Christianity's developmeni assists in giving a more complete perspective to the emergence 

of a diverse and variegated Christian movement. In unraveling the developmenr of the 

Johannine mmmunity through an investigation and chronolo~cal ordering of its writings. 

we unfold the development of Christian* through the placement of the Johannine rexts 

within the emerging Christian canon. How, then. does the Johannine literaaire fit into the 

larger context of eariy Christian history? 

As discussed earliep. the debate over the orthodox/heterodox origins of 

Christianity initiateci by Walter Bauer and H. E. W. Turner continues in many scholarly 

circles. In asserting the diversity of Christian ongins. Bauer contradicted the Eusebian 

view of Christian history; in defending his idea of the Zer orandi and fixed and flexible 

elements of the Christian faith. Turner sought to correct Bauer's theory. If their studies 

reveal anything it is tbat Christian ongins were by no means stauc. Christianity was a 

'*For M e r  discussion. see chapter 3 of this thesis. pages 65-70. 
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movement - dynamic, changing, evolving and progressing as it grew. So too did its 

theology and philosophy develop over the.  Thus. if we c m  accept as a modern 

readership that Christian origins were dynamic, then we c m  accept that some amount of 

fluctuation may have occwed with respect to what were the accepted nomis of early 

Christian beliefs: and if we accept fhxctuations in the accepted n o m  of faith. then we can 

move from this point of deparme to accept that a text which may have oria@nated outside 

mainStream Christian circles - outside the accepted n o m  of one particular place and time 

in Christian history - would later gain acceptance wirhin the mainStream movement to 

become a standard text for the f a i m .  

Our inquiry has lead us to embrace such a possible trajectory of though 

with respect to the Johamiine litmime. From our understanding of the chronology of the 

Johannine writings (that the epistolary rem bear the mark of prioriry) we have offered a 

new and different reconstruction of the history of the Johannine community. a history 

which alIows us to hypothesize that perhaps the Gospel of John originated as a heretical 

document, that the Gospel tex1 began its journey into the canon of the New Tesramem 

from a position and heritage which history would deem heterodox. That the Gospel of 

J o b  began its course as a heretical Gospel is precisely the position of Walter Bauer. 

althou@ he thinks rhat 1 John, written after the Gospel. rehabilitated it for orth~doxy."~ 

"OBauer. Orthodoxy & Heresy, 228. 
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This undemanding of the origins of the Gospel of John is in keeping wirh 

the views of Ernst Kasemann. In his now famous lecture Xetzer und Zeug. Z m  

johameischen Verfasserpr~blem.~"' Kasemarm applies the discussion of orthodoxy and 

heresy in Christianity's b e g h h p  to his disaission of the Jobannine literafirre. Kase t 

begins by assuming that rhe Gospel and Third Epistie were wrinen by the sarne author 

such that what may be said of one text may a h  be said of the other. He thus focuses his 

attention on the Third Epinle of John. arguiug that the Diouephes of 3 John 9 is not a 

dissident or rebel as was typically accepted. In KaSemam's \iew. Diouephes is not the 

troublemaker who clashes with the hierarchy of the congrqation. Rarher. Kaseni=rnn 

asserts that those whom Diotrephes expelleci from the congregaton (3  John 10) were 

acnially exco~~zmunïcafed and that Dioûephes. therefore. must have ben  a person of 

authority and prominence. Thus. Kàsexnann envisions a church under the leadership. 

aurhority and conuol of Diotrephes. 

The Third Epistle of John reveals a marked division of positions berween 

the author of the Epistles and Diotrephes. It appears one ara  of dispm lay in the fact 

that Dionephes refuses to ackwwlaQe the aurhorir). of the author (3 John 9b). This. 

Kasemann suggesrs, is evidence that the author of the Episcle is an outsider to the 

congregation. Thus. if the author of the Epistles is considered to be an outsider ro the 

"'Kasemaan. 'Ketzer und Zeuge." 192-3 1 1. 
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communiry - i.e., a heretic - then other literary expressions of this same author must also 

be considered heretical. namely the Gospel of John. 

Kàsemann's views have completely inverteci the traditional understanding 

of the origins of the Johannine literature. It was traditionally accepted that the w~%Mgs 

attribut& to John mt have had a heritage of apostolic onguis and have k e n  wrinen by 

a person of authority within the church, an assumption which is most often used to explain 

why these writings have been preserved. Kasemann's assertions reverse this traditional 

belief. In showing that the author of the Epistle - and by implication of the Gospel - was 

an outsider to the cormflunity. Kasemanu rnost decidedly fiods the origins of the Johanniie 

Iiterature outside the mainstream Christian movement . 

Kasemann is quite clear on tbis point. In his text. The Testament of Jesus, 

Kiisemann discusses this at great length. building on his earlier observations and 

assenions. He speaks of the Gospel narrative as exhibiting a -naïve docetism""'. a 

process of thought which he believes is a danger unrecognized by either the commMty 

or, indeed, by the author of the narrative?' He exerts a view which staunchly places the 

Gospel of John on the periphery of the Church, repeatedly reiterating his point rhrough the 

course of his text. He boldly mites, 

"'Kiisernann, Testament of Jesus, 26. 

'"K&emam. Testament of Jesus, 26. 



If it [the fiistorical situation in which the Gospel was 
written] more or less clearly presupposes the conditions and 
trends at the end of the fust century . . . then the Gospel 
would fit best into a side tributary apart fiom the generai 
Stream yet connected with it . . . . Does the key to the 
problem of the seeming lack of a historical context and of 
the other-worldly guality of this Gospel . . . acnially lie in 
the explanation that the Founh Gospel did not grow up 
within the realm of the Church hown to us through the 
New Testament . . . ? If the Fourth Gospei fits least well 
into this development [of the New Testment canon] and is 
fkst discovered by the gnostics, then the reason for this may 
be that John is the relic of a Christian conventicle existing 
on, or being pushed to, the Church's periphery."' 

Moreover, Kiisemann declares that in receiving the Gospel of John into the 

canon, mainStream Christianity has made a judgement not on the Johannine communiq but 

on the validity of the Johannine texts. Unwittingly, the rnainstream Church has inducted 

a text which bears witness to the diversity of the Christian faith thereby acknowledging the 

dynamic naaire of Chnstianity's pastmX5 He writes. 

The reception of the Fourth Gospel into the canon is but the 
most lucid and most significant example of the integration of 
origmdiy opposing ideas and traditions into the ecclesiastical 
tradition. . . . By affirming the canon we also acknowledge 
its divergent trends anci even its c~ntradictionç."~ 

"4Kiisernann, Testament of Jesus, 3 9. 

21'" Sectarians also participated in the formation of the early Catholic Church and 
they were more influential than orthodoxy was at any tirne willing to admit. Admission 
to the canon means the acknowledgment of a writing, not of the atmosphere and 
environment in which it grew up." Kiisemann, Testament of Jesus, 40. 

"6Kasemann, Testament of Jesus, 76. 
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Kiisemann concludes with a strong proclamation of his ideas and beliefs: 

-'Frorn the historical viewpoht, the Chinch committed an error when it declared the Gospel 

to be orthodox.""' 

The views cultivateci in this thesis understand the origins of the Johannine 

Iiterature in a different manner from Ernst Kasemann and, indeed, fiom most other readers 

of the Johannine texts. While the end result of this inquiry is in keeping with Kasemann's 

ideas - namely, that both see the Gospel of John as having heterodox origins - the means 

by which such conclusions are reached are quite dflerent. This thesis has shown that 

rnuch evidence exists to support the notion that the Epistles of John were written before 

the final form of the Gospel of John. While such a position goes against the grah of rnuch 

of modem Johannine scholarship, it presents us with a window through wùkh to s e  other 

horizons and perspectives. 

In asserting epistolary priority - a position which is not held by the 

majority of Johannine scholars - this thesis leads the reader to see that new temtory 

awaits those who are daring enough to venture forth. This thesis boldly goes where few 

have gone before in proposing a different, more speculative and perhaps more radical 

history for the JO,-e cornmunity. It is a thesis which is primarily a conmbution to 

Rudolf Bui tma~ ' s  first 'great nddle', "the riddle of where John's Gospel stands in 

x7Kiïsemana, Testament of Jesus, 76. 
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relation to the development of early Chri~tianity"~~: however, it also holds implications 

for our understanding of the christology of Job .  In taking the premise of the priority of 

the Johannine Epistles and using it as a building block to construct a difierent history of 

the Johannine cornmunity, this thesis has uncovered a heterodox ongin for the Gospel of 

John; heterodox in both where it places the origins of the Gospel - outside mainstream 

Christianity - and in its assertion of these origins. an assertion which is not typically 

accepted among Johannine researchers. In so doing, this thesis aligns itself with the views 

of Walter Bauer and Ernst Kasemann who also believe the Gospel of John began its course 

into the canon of the New Testament from a place which history would not deem 

orthodox. In this way, the theory presented herein has suggested a wider context for the 

discussion of a resolution to B u l m ' s  riddle, and a new horizon from which to view the 

whole complex of issues which constitute the Johannine enigrna. 

''8Rudolf Bultmann, "Die Bedeutung der neuerschlossenen mandaischen und 
manichaischen Quellen für das Verstandnis des Johannesevangeliums," ZNW 24 (1925): 
100- 146. Translation taken from Ashton, ed., Interpretation, 1-2. 
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